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Abstract
For a society based upon laws and reason, it has become too easy for us to believe
that we live in a world without them. And given that our linguistics wisdom was
originally motivated by the search for rules, it seems strange that we now consider
these rules to be the exceptions and take exceptions as the norm.
The current task of contemporary computational linguistics is to describe these
exceptions. In particular, it suffices for most language processing needs, to just
describe the argument and predicate within an elementary sentence, under the
framework of local grammar. Therefore, a corpus-based approach to the Chinese
Word Segmentation problem is proposed, as the first step towards a local grammar
for the Chinese language.
The two main issues with existing lexicon-based approaches are (a) the clas-
sification of unknown character sequences, i.e. sequences that are not listed in
the lexicon, and (b) the disambiguation of situations where two candidate words
overlap.
For (a), we propose an automatic method of enriching the lexicon by comparing
candidate sequences to occurrences of the same strings in a manually segmented
reference corpus, and using methods of machine learning to select the optimal
segmentation for them. These methods are developed in the course of the the-
sis specifically for this task. The possibility of applying these machine learning
method will be discussed in NP-extraction and alignment domain.
(b) is approached by designing a general processing framework for Chinese text,
which will be called multi-level processing. Under this framework, sentences are
recursively split into fragments, according to a language-specific, but domain-
independent heuristics. The resulting fragments then define the ultimate bound-
aries between candidate words and therefore resolve any segmentation ambiguity
caused by overlapping sequences. A new shallow semantical annotation is also
proposed under the frame work of multi-level processing.
A word segmentation algorithm based on these principles has been implemented
and tested; results of the evaluation are given and compared to the performance of
previous approaches as reported in the literature.
The first chapter of this thesis discusses the goals of segmentation and introduces
some background concepts. The second chapter analyses the current state-of-the-
art approach to Chinese language segmentation. Chapter 3 proposes a new corpus-
based approach to the identification of unknown words. In chapter 4, a new shal-
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The first step of any NLP task for any natural language is tokenization. For
some languages, such as English or German, the word boundaries are given by
whitespace or various forms of punctuation. Other languages, like Chinese, do not
use whitespaces to delimit words. Therefore it is necessary to segment the Chi-
nese text in order to represent word-boundary information. This is a very difficult
task; the first difficulty comes from the fact that there is no unifying segmentation
standard, neither in the field of lingustics nor in the field of computational lin-
guistics. The second difficulty stems from technical problems, such as ambiguity
and unknown words. For most computational linguistic tasks, we suspect that the
most appropriate solution to the first difficulty is a segmentation under the frame-
work of local grammar. However, starting with such a segmentation standard is
impractical due to the amount of time and effort required for building a training
corpus. Therefore, in section 2 we evaluate the existing segmentation standards,
to find out which standard would be easiest to transform into a standard under the
framework of local grammar.
For the solution to the second problem, most methods require a lexicon re-
source for the automatic segmentation processing. Therefore, in this chapter
we introduce the lexicon resource of the Center of Information and Language
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Processing (CIS). The third section introduces the CIS’s Chinese lexicon con-
struction.
Since the current state-of-the-art techniques are corpus-based, we will also dis-
cuss the corpora that are available to us. Furthermore, several interesting studies
on the subject will also be surveyed in section 4.
1.1 Comments on the Existing Standards
After 20 years of development in the field of Chinese language processing, there
are two big manually annotated corpora with POS information, and one annotated
tree bank. Compared with the manually annotated corpora, the tree bank is rela-
tively small: there are only 5000 sentences. In order to use the existing resources
to construct Chinese local grammar, we will discuss the two main segmentation
standards.
1.1.1 The Beijing University Standard
The Beijing university standard has three components:
1. A word list drawn from various dictionaries such as : ~Ä##Ç
SGª##ÇGªªG#ÇSGª#(the most common
verb dictionary , the modern Chinese grammar word dictionary, the Chinese
frequency dictionary and the modern Chinese language dictionary)
2. A set of detailed rules, which include rules for the segmentation of dates,
proper names, and so on.
3. A set of rules to define a new word according to morphological phenomena.
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The Word List Used in The Beijing Standard
The word list from this dictionary is collected according to the following princi-
ple: Entries consisting of two characters are more likely to be treated as words,
compared to entries with three characters. The entries with four or more charac-
ters are generally not treated as words.
Some Examples of the Set of Rules
1. In Chinese names , the surname and first name should be separated.
2. Foreign names should not be separated.
3. Country names should be not be separated.
4. Numeric words and measure words should be separated in some cases, and
not in others.
A set of rules to define a new word according to morphological phenomena
There are three word formation rules to build a compound word in the Chinese
language, namely reduplication, prefixation/suffixation and compounding.
Reduplication is usually in the form of AA, AAB, ABB, AABB, A°ABÇAXABÇABAB
(A and B are single Chinese characters).
1. AA-reduplication:
(a) verb reduplication, such as"have a look","have a walk".
(b) adjective reduplication, such aszz"slowly","sweet cake"
(c) noun reduplication, such as"every family",||"all people"
(d) measure word reduplication, such asÇÇ"each of"
(e) adverb reduplication, such as"often","only"
AA would be segmented as one word.
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2. AAB-reduplication:
(a) verb reduplication, such as ÷÷"have a shower", ®®"have a
haircut".
(b) single verb reduplication, such asAA"have a try","have a
look".
AAB would be segmented as one word.
3. ABB-reduplication:
(a) adverb reduplication, such asñ\\"lonely",àìì"bright".
(b) measure word reduplication, such asÇÇ"some".
ABB would be segmented as one word.
4. AABB-reduplication:
(a) verb reduplication, such as"to order around".
(b) adjective reduplication, such as°°ll"happy",SSqq"pleasant".
(c) noun reduplication, such as00ÁÁ"all aspects".
(d) numeration word reduplication, such asõõ"many".
(e) single word adjective reduplication, such asLLBB"big and small
together".
(f) adverb reduplication, such as"day and night".
AABB would be segmented as one word.
5. A°/XAB-reduplication:
(a) adjective reduplication, such as°°°<"nervous".
(b) verb/adjective reduplication, such as#fX#f"believe or not",
4X4"easy or not".
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A°/XAB would be separated into three words, like#f/X/#f"believe
or not", but we prefer to separate#fX#fas one word since the meaning
of#fX#fis unique.
6. ABAB-reduplication:
(a) adverb reduplication, such as¦ó¦ó"study".
(b) adjective reduplication, such as°l°l"happy".
(c) numerals reduplication, such asiõiõ"many".
(d) state word reduplication, such as¨¸¨¸"white"
ABAB would be separated into two words, like "¨¸/¨¸", but we prefer
to separate ABAB as one word since the meaning of ABAB is unique.
Compounding is usually in the form of:
1. Two character noun compounding:
(a) noun + noun, such as:"beef",:means "cow" andmeans "meat".
(b) verb + noun, such as!"barbeque",!means "skewer" andmeans
"meat".
(c) adjective + noun, such as y"red tea", B"small bed". We think
that B"small bed" is unique and should not be separated into two
words, such asB/.
2. Three character noun compounding:
(a) verb (two characters) + noun (one character), such asyÒf"letter of
confirmation".
(b) noun (two characters) + noun (one character), such as:q"jeans".
(c) noun (one character) + noun (two characters), such asC "fingernail",
F"electric thermos". In the Beijing standard, "electric thermos"
is defined as two words but we prefer it to be one word.
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(d) adjective (one character) + noun (two characters), such asò("old
lady". In this standard, "old lady" would be defined as one word, and
e"sweetheart" would be defined as two words. We think that
both should be defined as one word.
(e) adjective (two characters) + noun (one character), such as·q"beautiful
island". In this standard, "beautiful island" would be defined as one
word, but «h"poor village" would be defined as two. We think
that both should be defined as one word.
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1.1.2 The ROCLING Standard
The ROCLING standard was fixed and applied to a corpus containing 5 million
words by the Institute of Linguistics of the Academia Sinica. This standard has
two basic principles for determining the segmentation units:
1. A string, whose meaning cannot be derived by the sum of its components,
should be treated as a segmentation unit.
2. A string, whose structural composition is not determined by the grammat-
ical requirements of its components, or a string which has a grammatical
category other than the one predicted by its structural composition, should
be treated as a segmentation unit.
Based on these two principles, there are further rules for segmentation:
• Bound morphemes should be attached to neighbouring words to form a seg-
mentation unit whenever possible.
• A string of characters that has a high frequency in the language or high co-
occurrence frequency among the components, should be treated as a seg-
mentation unit when possible.
• Strings separated by overt segmentation markers should be segmented.
• Strings with complex internal structures should be segmented whenever
possible.
As we shall see, these rules are too abstract and many inconsistencies arise.
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1.2 The Goal of Chinese Word Segmentation
In the field of contemporary computational linguistics, no matter what model we
use or which domains we analyze, there are always exceptions . We realize that it
is probably too early to derive abstract rules for any language [Gross 1997]. We
should continue our attempts to give detailed descriptions of linguistic phenomena
[Gross 1999]. In order to do this for Chinese, we must first apply segmentation
methods. This is necessary as, unlike English, Chinese doesn’t use whitespace to
separate words. In order to satisfy the needs of natural language processing, it is of
great importance to identify the arguments and the predicate within an elementary
sentence. In lexicon-grammar theory [Gross 1994], argument and predicate are
the central concepts. The local grammar framework is the computational method
underlying the lexicon-grammar theory [Gross 1997]. Local grammar can be con-
structed for Chinese(or for any other natural language), but this presupposes an
adequate Chinese word segmentation.
The Goal of the Chinese Word Segmentation is the Construction of a Local
Grammar
The major assumption of Lexicon Grammar is that the unit of meaning is not
located at the level of the word, but at the level of elementary sentences, and the
main components of an elementary sentence are predicate and argument [Gross 1997],
[Gross 1994]. Local grammars are computational implementations of the lexicon-
grammar theory. They are finite-state grammars that represent sets of utterances of
a natural language [Gross 1997]. These finite-state grammars can be represented
as graphs, in which local grammars around a keyword or equivalently around a
semantic unit are presented. These graphs can be used to parse the texts and
recognize meaningful strings, practically always disambiguated.
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Two Essential Properties of The Chinese Language and the Local Grammar
The Chinese language can be descripted in the form of local grammars , for two
reasons :
1. Each single character in the Chinese language can be treated as a token in
the lexical representation. If we add a feature of the boundary of multi-word
lexeme in the local grammar, then we can have all the Chinese word always
disambiguated.
2. The comma in Chinese can be treated as the utterance boundary, and some-
times even as an indication of the boundary of elementary sentences.
Chinese Characters and the Use of Finite Automata in the Lexical Represen-
tation is a Possible Solution to Ambiguity Problems
Unlike syllabic languages, such as English or German, each Chinese character can
be treated as a word, and all of the entries in lexicon or other segment units can be
treated as multi-word lexemes. For example :
Figure 1.1: The Chinese Single Character as a Word and Multi-word Lexeme in
Lexicon Representation
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This can give us a new perspective on Chinese language processing. For ex-
ample, Xu Tong Jiang [Xu 2004] argues that the smallest unit in Chinese language
is not a word but a single character. We reach predicate structures in fewer steps
compared to the syllabic languages, as we use characters instead of syllables.
Comma in Chinese as the Boundary of Utterances
In the history of Chinese written language, punctuation is a fairly new develop-
ment - until 1940 most Chinese texts were written without any punctuation at all.
Even after 60 years of experience, the Chinese people use the comma and full stop
interchangeably, as there are no strict rules regarding when one or the other should
be used. Moreover, compared to English, Chinese writing tends to be made up of
short sentences, and commas are used more frequently [Lin 2000]. In English, the
average use of commas per sentence is 0.869 to 1.04 [Hill 1996], and in Chinese
it is 1.792, which is one and a half to two times more than in English. In Korean,
the comma is used even less than it is in English [Lin 2000]. [Nunberg 1990]
classified commas in English into two categories, delimiter comma and separator
comma, by whether the comma is used to separate the elements of the same type
or not. While a delimiter comma is used to separate different syntactic types, a
separator comma is used to separate members of conjoined elements. The com-
mas in Chinese are also classified into Nunberg’s two categories[Jin et al. 2004].
However, we argue that:
1. These two categories (delimiter comma, and separator comma) are subjec-
tive classifications, and so inconsistencies could arise amongst different an-
notators.
2. In Chinese, the use of a full-stop in a sentence is also imprecise. An occur-
rence of the full-stop does not necessarily signify the end of the sentence,
as sometimes a comma is used instead. We cannot focus on the comma
without analyzing the full-stop as well.
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3. In the last chapter, we will argue that the Chinese language is a paragraph-
oriented language. If we treat the comma and full-stop as delimiters of an
utterance, and the paragraph as a delimiter of a meaning group, then it will
be more convenient for us to process the Chinese language. Its syntax is
very flexible and semantic rules are more useful than syntactic rules. For
example, it is very common for a word to have more than one POS.
Therefore, if we change all the commas to full stops, then all the sentences will
become utterances, which are convenient for the construction of local grammars.
The Adaptation of the Beijing Standard to a Local Grammar
As we have discussed, the China Daily corpus, to which the Beijing standard is
applied, is the most consistent annotation (compared to other corpora and other
standards); it is also the largest in size, soon reaching 30 million words. It is
practical for us to adapt this corpus to a local grammar. Here we show some
examples of how we deal with this corpus.
The Adaptation of the Beijing Standard to a Local Grammar–adaptation of
the Predicate
According to the famous definition of the "meaning unit" by Gross [Gross 1997]
("the unit of meaning is not located at the level of the word, but at the level of el-
ementary sentences"), we can extract such local grammar for predicate-argument
structures. In most existing lexica, words which are tagged as propositions and
verbs would be two types of words. According to Gross, we replace both mean-
ing types with a single type of tag: a predicate type. As a result, the new unit
becomes the unit of segmentation. An example is shown in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: The Adaptation of the Beijing Standard to a Local Grammar: An
Example of Adaptation of the Predicate
The Adaptation of the Beijing University Standard to a Local Grammar–
Adaptation of Organization Names
Names of organisations are always arguments in elementary sentences. The local
grammar can assist with recognition of such names, and with the Beijing standard
we can construct a local grammar for this purpose. Here is an example in Figure
1.3:
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Figure 1.3: The Adaptation of the Beijing Standard to a Local Grammar: An
Example of Analysis of the Organization Names
Practical Reasons for Choosing the Beijing Standard as the Baseline in this
Thesis
There are three reasons for choosing the Beijing standard as the test standard in
this thesis.
• It is the most consistent standard, and the closest to a local grammar.
• It is the largest , with 13 million words, and soon to be 30 million. The
others are no more than 5 million in size.
• To allow us to compare our segmentation approach to the approaches taken
by other studies.
1.2.1 Conclusion
Why we do we say that our method for Chinese word segmentation is the first
step towards a local grammar for the Chinese language? The goal of Chinese
word segmentation is to satisfy the need of natural language processing in the
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discipline of computational linguistics. Through the identification of predicate
and argument structure in an elementary sentence, we can achieve this goal. We
have given some detailed examples to illustrate how to adapt the corpus under the
Beijing standard to a local grammar for Chinese language. This is preparation for
the next step - to identify the predicate and argument. Therefore we conclude that
our segmentation is the first step towards a local grammar.
1.3 The CIS’s Chinese Lexicon Construction
The Center of Information and Language Processing (CIS) at the Ludwig-Maximilians
University in Munich has recently focused on the Chinese word segmentation, and
two Master’s theses of interest ([Tao 2001] ,[Li 2005]) have been produced on the
subject. Over the past three years, we have been developing a comprehensive
word list, as the basis of a segmenter for the Chinese language. In this section, we
will introduce this lexicon and the outline of a segmentation system.
In Chinese word segmentation, it is very important to construct a complete
word list, because methods using good word lists (e. g. a dictionary) for word
segmentation yield better results than those that do not. This will be discussed in
Chapter 2.
As of April 2005, the CISLEX for the Chinese language currently contains
497,433 entries.
Table 1.1 shows the breakdown of the Chinese CISLEX.
1. Chinese place names are encoded in GB-Ascii, they are concatenation of
several lists off the Internet.
2. Non-Chinese surnames with their Chinese transliteration are also encoded
in GB-Ascii.
3. Chinese surnames are presented as surname-frequency pairs.
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4. Chinese surname-first name pairs were downloaded from
http://www.mandarintools.com/ and other free websites.
5. Verb-noun compounds were also obtained from http://www.mandarintools.com/
6. Of the 201,143 words annotated by hand with only POS information, 146,668
entries are extracted from The People’s Daily Corpus, and of the remaining
54,475 entries, around 40,000 were annotated by Liu, and the rest by other
Chinese students. To match the People’s Daily Corpus annotation, the an-
notation of 54,475 words was also done following the set of POS from the
Beijing standard, as shown in Table 1.3. Every entry is marked with a tag;
The entries with "/" are annotated by Liu and other students, where as the
entries without "/" are extracted from The People’s Daily Corpus.
7. The raw word list was downloaded from http://www.mandarintools and
other websites.
Table 1.2 lists the corpora we have access to.
1. The Hong Kong University Corpus is tokenized in the Hong Kong Univer-
sity standard.
2. The CIS has licensed the Chinese Penn Tree Bank and the People’s Daily
Corpus. The People’s Daily is the training Corpus we take to train our tok-





u/n]nt ~¼/ad Á/v é/p &¬/ns q&/v ÌY/n Ç/w ?/cL/p
/w )Ü/j /w /w /w ¬|£¬/l /w /w °Ý/d £/v
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Type of lexicon Entries
Chinese place names 15,303
Non-Chinese surnames with their Chinese transliteration 33,507
Chinese surnames together with first name 217,913
Chinese surnames 619
Verb-noun compounds 28,948
Words annotated by hand 201,143
Words still to be annotated by April 138,788
Table 1.1: Breakdown of Lexicon
Corpus Size (No. of Words) Description
Hong Kong University 1 million tokenized
Sinica Corpus 2.8 million segmented
Chinese Penn Tree Bank 225,235 words and phrases tagged for POS/function
How Net(wordlist) 66,107
Words with Pinyin 80,342
People’s Daily six-months period tagged with POS
Table 1.2: Corpora Included





3. The rest of the corpora are obtained free from the Internet.
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Tag Description Occurrence
Ag bound adjectival morpheme 175
a unbound adjective 4,823
ad de-adjectival adverb 109
an de-adjectival noun 166
b attributive adjective 1,728
c conjunction 246
Dg bound adverbial morpheme 13
d unbound adverb 1,709
e exclamative 77
f directional adverb 594
h prefix 20
i syntactically opaque idiom 7,657
j abbreviation 3,078
k suffix 9
l set phrases 7,994
m numerative 17,199
Ng bound noun morpheme 742
n unbound noun 66,179
nr person’s name 21,963
ns place name 11,179
nt organisation 2,278





s locative noun 593
Tg bound temporal noun 16
t unbound temporal noun 1,992
u auxiliary 45
Vg bound verb morpheme 436
Vd de-verb adverb 60
vn de-verb noun 3,167
w punctuation mark 65
y aspect marker 77
z stative 1,146
v Verb 26,955
Table 1.3: Tags Used in The People’s Daily Corpus.
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1.4 Overview of the Recent Chinese Corpus in China
Since most of the methods for the segmentation of Chinese words involve a corpus-
based approach, and since we also use corpora like the China Daily corpus, it is
necessary to give an overview of Chinese corpora. In table 1.4 we show an ex-
ample of an unannotated Corpus, and in table 1.5 an annotated one [Wang 2001].
We also adapt the lexicon from the How-net lexicon project in table 1.6. Finally
we give an overview to the national level project in China as shown in table 1.7.
Because the China Daily Corpus is converted to the Beijing University standard,
so we choose it as our training corpus.
In Chapter 2, we will explain why this is useful.
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Corpus Si4 ku4 Quan2 shu1
Contains 3000 year up to 1772
Size 800M Characters
Tools Character-retrieving tools
Copyright 183 CD(1999 Digital Heritage Publishing Ltd Hong Kong)
Corpus Scripta Sinica
Contains Classical Humanities
Size 140M Characters each year 10M
Manual not annotated
Copyright 47M Characters freely accessible on the Internet
Corpus The Modern Chinese Language Corpus (MCLC)
Contains Texts from 1919 to the 1990s
59.6 percent humanities and 17.24 percent natural science
13.79 percent newspaper material and 9.36 percent miscellaneous class




Corpus Synchronous Linguistics Variation in
Chinese Speech Communities (LIVAC) Corpus
Contains Chinese newspapers and electronic media
in Beijing Hong Kong Macau Shanghai and Singapore within this ten years
Size 70M with 400,000 word forms in the electronic dictionary
Manual not annotated
Copyright 16M with 190,000 word forms have been made available online
City University of Hong Kong
Table 1.4: Large-scale text databases
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Corpus The Academia Sinica Balanced Corpus(version 4.0)
Contains texts from different fields, registers and domains
Size 5M Chinese words
Manuel tokenised, tagged and automatically syntactically analyzed
Copyright Free
Corpus The Corpus of the Contemporary Chinese Language
Contains Contemporary Chinese
Size 6M characters
Manual per machine and high quality
Copyright Department of Chinese and Bilingual Linguistics
at the Hong Kong University of Science and Technology(HKUST)
Corpus China Daily
Contains 6 months People’s Daily
Size 13M characters




Size 2M characters,treebank of 10000 Chinese sentences
Manual Cseg and tag 1.0 and then manually checked
Copyright The State Key Laboratory of Intelligent
Technology and Systems (Key lab) Tsinghua University
Table 1.5: Annotated Corpora
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Lexicon Grammatical Knowledge Base of Contemporary Chinese
-a Complete Specification
Contains 50,000 Chinese Words are classified into 25 types
73,000 Chinese word entities with rich variety of
grammatical attributes and statistical information
adopted by around 20 information processing systems
within and outside China
Copyright ICL of the Beijing University
Lexicon How-net
Contains concept-based, semantically organized knowledge system
for natural language processing
50,000 Chinese word forms related
to 62,000 Chinese concepts
and 55,000 English equivalents related
to 70,000 English concepts
individual concepts are first described semantically
and then organized into a dynamic network.
Character Group replace the word concept.
a promising basis for the semantic grammar in Chinese
Copyright free online
Lexicon Electronic information database of Chinese characters and words
(The Standard Segmented Dictionary)
Contains 80,000 Chinese entities with parts of speech,
word frequency and pronunciation data
Copyright Academia Sinica
Lexicon A Chinese Word Segmentation Standard for Information Processing
Contains compiled by combining the linguist’s judgment with corpus-based
statistics from a 100-million-word Chinese corpus
Copyright Sun and Zhang 1997
Lexicon Comprehensive Dictionary of the Chinese Language
Contains compiled by more than 1,000 scholars in mainland China
more than 400,000 entries
claims to be the most sophisticated multimedia dictionary
Copyright CD-ROM by Chinese Dictionary Press and Commercial Press
Hong Kong Ltd.
Table 1.6: Lexical Databased for Information Processing
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Project Statistical Inter-Lingual Conversion (SILG) Project
Corpus 60 Mb English/Chinese parallel corpus
Result a precision of 96% in aligning sentence pairs (Wu and Xia 1995)
Location Computer Department of City University of Hong Kong
Project Live Dictionary Construction
purpose to extract on-line key terms and language data
Technique PAT-tree
Result a Precision of 72% and Recall of 65.5%
Location Academia Sinica and National Taiwan Uni
(Lee and Chien 2000)
Project The national-level 863 Project
purpose Chinese/English Abstracting System
Result Better than Office 97
Location Jiao tong University Shanghai
Project 95national project-Disambiguation and
Segmentation and Proper Name Recognition
Corpus Corpus for Disambiguation 80,000 words
Corpus for 18861 names
Corpus for 88026 Chinese Geography names
People Kaiying Liu
Location Shan Xi university
Project 95 national project-
The construction of Chinese words
Result only about 2860 characters can be used to construct new words
People Yuan Chunfa
Location Qing Hua university
Project 95 national project-Chinese verb study
Corpus modern Chinese verb machine dictionary
Contains about 3002 detailed verb description
Location Qing hua university,china people university,
Beijing culture university
Table 1.7: Some Interesting Project Concerning Chinese Language Processing
Chapter 2
Comments on the state-of-the-art in
Chinese Segmentation
2.1 Introduction
The Chinese word segmentation problem has already attracted attention for more
than 20 years. In this chapter we will classify the current methods according
their purpose (either for ambiguity, or for unknown words). Firstly, the unknown
word problem and the ambiguity problem will be illustrated. Then, we will argue
that for Chinese word segmentation, a unified training approach does not exist.
The problem is always split into ambiguity resolution and new word detection,
each of which require different training methods. We analyse the methods in
detail, classifying each step as belonging either to ambiguity resolution, or to new
word detection. We conclude that all the analysed methods have two common
disadvantages:
1. They are unable to adapt to previously unencountered domains.
2. The algorithm execution speed is not fast enough to be useful in real life
applications, for instance, search engine applications.
26
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2.1.1 Description of the Unknown Word Problem and the Am-
biguity Problem
The Unknown Word Problem
We refer to those words that do not exist in the dictionary of the specified system,
as unknown words. There are two reasons why we need to solve this problem:
1. New words come into use every day in order to describe new phenomena.
2. The limitations of human resource: it is not possible to have a perfect dic-
tionary, which contains all possible words.
There are two essential differences between the unknown words in Chinese
and unknown words in English:
1. The coverage of the problem is in a different level of natural language
processing. Assuming that the procedure of natural language processing





The unknown words in English appear at the word level, whereas in the
Chinese language the unknown word problem occurs at all the levels.
2. The occurrence of unknown words in Chinese is more frequent than in ei-
ther English or German. A new word can occur in almost every sentence.
Experience shows that unknown word occurrence is between 6-25%, if we
compare all hand-annotated corpora to a randomly selected Internet web
page. On the contrary, if we build a English language corpus from analysis
of a newspaper for a year, there are very few occurrences of unknown words
which do not exist in any dictionary.
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Therefore, identifying unknown words in Chinese remains a fundamental prob-
lem. Recent studies (e.g. [Sproat and Emerson 2003]) show that more than 60%
of word segmentation errors result from unknown words, namely new words that
are not stored in a dictionary.
The Ambiguity Problem
There are two types of ambiguity problems:
1. Overlapping e.g. say, AB and BC are both words in the dictionary. Then
given a string ABC, how do we separate it: into A/BC or AB/C?
2. Join ambiguity: given 3 characters A B C, do we join them as AB/C, ABC
or A/BC? To this question, most native speakers will answer: all cases are
valid. Therefore this type of ambiguity is not our focus.
2.2 The Chinese Word Segmentation as a Unified
Problem does not Exist
For Chinese word segmentation, a unified training approach does not exist. The
problem is always split into ambiguity resolution and new word detection, each
of which require different training methods. There are some systems, such as
[Zhang et al. 2003], which calculate the probability for the whole sentence. We
argue that this is unnecessary, because after applying the maximum matching al-
gorithm with a word list, we can get 70-90% accuracy for the whole text. The rea-
son for the width of the accuracy range is related to the fluctuations of ambiguity
and unknown words in the processed text. Hence calculating the probabilities for
this non-ambiguous text is a waste of processing time. Therefore the purely statis-
tical approaches without a word list produce bad results [Sproat and Shih 2001],
and so are not discussed in this thesis.
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2.3 Segmentation as the Combination of Training
Corpus and Methods
Most of the existing systems are a combination of Training Corpus and Methods,
as shown in Figure 2.1.
2.3.1 Training Corpus
There are four types of Training Corpora:
1. Raw unsegmented Corpora.
2. Segmented Corpora.
3. Segmented Corpora with POS annotation.
4. Special tag set for each character in a word.
2.3.2 Methods
1. HMM family: HMM, finite state automata, source channel.
2. Transformation- based.
3. Complicated statistic method, such as :Maximum Entropy and vector space.
4. Heuristic.
5. Iteration with some ranking techniques.
We can illustrated then in the following figure:








HMM Family TBL Heuristic
Raw Corpus
Iteration   Ranking Technique Complicated Statistical
       Methods
Figure 2.1: Overview of Methods for Chinese Word Segmentation.
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2.3.3 HMM family: such as HMM, finite state automata,
source channel.








Finite−State Transducers Source−Channel Models HHMM
Raw Corpus
Figure 2.2: The Overview of HMM-family Approches
Since [Sproat et al. 1996], the finite state automaton approach has been the
most important method for Chinese word segmentation, for both disambi-
guity and new word identification.
For ambiguity, Sproat uses firstly a word list to segment a raw corpus,
and then estimates the Bigram probabilities for each entry in the word list
using the maximum likelihood principle. Similar work can be found in
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[Ge et al. 1999], [Peng and Schuurmans 2001] ,[Peng and Schuurmans 2001],
[Gao et al. 2002]. A simple version can also be found in [Ando and Lee 2000],
called the TANGO algorithm.
For new word identification, bigram probabilities are also estimated for each
character within each entry in the word list. If a certain string of characters
has a total probability above a threshold, then it is accepted as a new word.
The same methodology is also used to handle the following three types of
new word problems: Chinese Personal Names , transliterations of foreign
words, Morphological units.
In 2003, Gao [Gao et al. 2003] suggested in his source-channel model that
"class model probability" and "context model probability" can be combined
through simple multiplication, some weighting is added in this multiplica-
tion in practice. Regarding the context model probabilities, Gao’s model
uses the same approach as Sproat: these probabilities are derived from the
segmentation of the raw corpus. However Gao’s model uses a different
corpus with a word list, and instead of a Bigram model, a maximum expec-
tation model is used. Regarding the class model, for each of the following
five classes of new words, a new class model was built:




(e) transliterations of foreign names.
Similarly, Zhang in [Zhang et al. 2003], used HMM to train for person names,
geographic names and organization names. A special tag was allocated
for each character in a word; for example, the first character of a family
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name would be tagged as "surname". This ideal is probably comes from
Supertagging [Srinivas and Joshi 1999]. Since the large China Daily corpus
was available at that time, they used a HMM for disambiguation and POS at
the same time. The basic ideas of these three important papers in ACL are
almost the same, therefore, we name them HMM families. Similar works
can be found in [Chen and Chen 1994], [Kohlmorgen and Lemm 2001].
2.3.4 Transformation-based Learning
The Formal Description of TBL
We use the following formal descriptions to make us understand the Transformation-
Based Learning (TBL):
• Notations.
• TBL formal description.
Notation
• χ denotes the set of examples , e.g. for POS is the set of words.
• C denotes the set of classifications, e.g. for POS is the Tagset.
• S denotes the set of relations between χ and C.
• pi denotes a predicate relation in S, e.g :
(word−1, tag−1) = (car,NN)and(word0, tag0) = (exited,VBK)
• r denotes a rule, it contains ( pi, C). A rule such as r = ( pi, C) will be
used on the example s, if pi be satisfied. e.g:
r =
(
pos−1 = MD and pos0 = VBD, pos = V BN
)
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• r(s) denotes the result after using the rule r on the state of s, and will




s if pi(s) = f alse
(x,c) if pi(s) = true
• T denotes the annotated Corpus, and T denotated the test Corpus.
• Score(r) denotes the score of a rule:





0 if c6= truth(x)
TBL Algorithm
(a) Initialization: give each example a classification.
(b) use all the rules on training Data Tk , and choose one best noted rule:
score(r). And use the best noted rule on the whole corpus. That is:
Tk+1 = r(Tk)
(c) k = k +1
(d) go to step 2.
The based idea behind TBL is simple: one starts with hand-annotated seg-
mented Chinese Corpus and an inventory of possible transformations, such
as in Palmer’s system:
• Insert-place a new boundary between two characters.
• Delete-remove an existing boundary between two characters.
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• Slide-move an existing boundary from its current location between
two characters to a location 1, 2, or 3 characters to the left or right.
Moreover, the Gao 2004 uses the TBL for adaption of the segmentation
standard. They use similar inventory as Palmer, like Insertion and Deletion.
A similar method is used in [Palmer 1997] and [Chen and Bai 1998]. It is a
single method that can handle both ambiguity and new word together, where
as they are weak in the new word detections, because the character-sequence
between two single words which never appear together will not be together.
One can say it does a little for the new word detection, it is probably only for
standard adaptation or disambiguity. In [Yao et al. 2002], transformation-
based machine learning is adopted because it is suitable to fix Chinese word
segmentation and POS tagging errors and produce effective correcting rules
automatically.
2.3.5 The Complicated statistical methods
[Goh et al. 2003] use the support vector machine for Chinese new word
identification. [Peng 2004] demonstrates the ability of linear-chain condi-
tional random fields (CRFs) to perform robust and accurate Chinese word
segmentation by providing a principled framework that easily supports the
integration of domain knowledge in the form of multiple lexicons of char-
acters and words.
[Xue et al. 2002] use maximum entropy on the character tagged corpus ,
it works for both unknown word and disambiguity, and then they clear it
up with transformation-based methods. We do not necessarily think that a
more difficult model yields better result, but we do think it is not enough for
new word detection, since the new word formation should be very similar
to the training set. [Luo and Sun 2002] used some variation of Vector Space
to handle the ambiguity problem.
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[Teahan 2000] describes a scheme that infers appropriate positions for word
boundaries using an adaptive language model that is standard in text com-
pression. For the segmentation of speech, a complicated statistic method
was used in such as: [Brand 1999], [Brand 1999a], [Brand 1998], most of
them are entropy families. [Huang and Powers 2003] calculate both left and
right contextual entropy values for each bigram occurring in the corpus.
The conceptual networks are also used for disambiguity [Gan et al. 1996],
later also in [Lu et al. 2004].
[GOH et al. 2004] combine different models, such as the support vector
machine model, the Markov model, the maximum entropy model. Com-
bining those models is difficult and slow, therefore this method reaches its
limit.
2.3.6 Statistical enhanced Heuristic
[Jin 1992] provides a typical heuristic for disambiguity, where an attempt is
made to balance the length of words in a three-word window.
In [Wu and Jiang 2000] the Independent Word Probability( IWP) of a sin-
gle character is the likelihood for this character to appear as an independent
word in text , whereas the Anti-word probability is a binary feature de-
rived from IWP. We classify mutual information also as statistical enhanced
Heuristic [Wu and Su 1993],[Su et al. 1994].
[Ma and Chen 2003] use a set of 45839 rules, and then mutual information
(MI), a variant of Mutual information (VMI) , t-score and co-occurrence are
used in a Bottom-up Merging Algorithm.
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2.3.7 Iteration and Ranking Techniques
In this approach, the work of [Chang and Su 1997] and [Chang 1997] are
prominent, so we examine closely how the system manages to improve pre-
cision and record improved monotonically. The figure 2.3 shows a general
process of the iterative and ranking method.






Figure 2.3: The Iterative and Ranking Method
According to our experiences on the new word problem, the new word can-
didate should be in one of three types:
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(a) A correct new word.
(b) A correct new word with one or more single-character words preced-
ing or following it.
(c) Some sequence of single-character words (where no subsequence is a
new word).
As demonstrated in the Figure 2.3, in this approach two iterative processes
are used. The first process uses Viterbi training to re-segment the text. The
second process uses the Likelihood Ratio Ranking Model to re-filter the
new word candidates.
We can heuristically explain the first iteration: in the first iteration, type
b can be re-segmented correctly. The reason is that the single-characters
(preceding or following the new word) are all known words , and have high
probability to be a word. In this iteration, Vitebi training functions to sepa-
rate the single-character words from the new word candidates and of course
the type c are also separated into single-character words.
We can also heuristically explain the second iteration: the complicated rank-
ing model, such as Likelihood Ratio Ranking Model, decides whether a
fragment is a single-character word sequence, or a new word, according to
the similarity to the known word. It obviously works for all 3 types. In
Chapter 3, we will see how our model handles these three types of new
word candidates. Similar approaches can be found in [Lai and Wu 2000]
and [Zhao et al. 2000], especially [Zhao et al. 2000].
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2.4 Description of The Two Best Systems
[Zhang et al. 2003] was one of the best systems in the First Sighan’s bakeoff
and [Low et al. 2005] was the best system in the Second Sighan’s bakeoff.
In [Zhang et al. 2003], the Hierarchical Hidden Markov Model(HHMM)-
based Chinese lexical analysis comprises of five levels: atom segmentation,
simple and recursive unknown words recognition, class-based segmentation
and POS tagging.
(a) Atom segmentation. The bottom level of HHMM, is the initial step.
Atom is defined to be the minimal segmentation unit that cannot be
split at any stage. The atom consists of Chinese characters, symbol
strings, numeric expressions and other non-Chinese char string. For
example: 2005.9. Mr.ñ	êwill be segmented as 2005.9/Mr.//ñ/	/ê//
In this HMM, the original symbol is observation where as the atom is
state.
(b) Segmentation Class-based HMM. In this HMM, only Person names
and Local Names would be recognized. The set of states are set as:
Previous word in dictionary of a person name, Next word in dictionary
of a person name, Surname, First token of 2-Hanzi given name, Suffix,
Token in transliterated name, Romote context... The observation are
then the atoms.
(c) Also Segmentation Class-based HMM. Since there are some complex
unknown words, such as±uZl§'(Memorial Hall of
Zhou En-Lai and Deng Yun-Chao). They can be recognized through
the recursion of the second HMM.
(d) In this Level of HMM, they use LEX+9, as the states of HMM. LEX+9
means: the are 10 states, such as LEX: the words in the segmentation
Lexicon. PER: Personal name unlisted in the segmentation Lexicon.
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LOC: Location name unlisted in the segmentation Lexicon. ORG: Or-
ganization name unlisted in the segmentation Lexicon. TIME: Time
expression unlisted in the segmentation Lexicon. NUM: Numeric ex-
pression unlisted in the segmentation Lexicon. STR: Symbol string
unlisted in the segmentation Lexicon. BEG: Beginning of a sentence.
END: ending of a sentence. OTHER otherwise.
(e) POS Tagging.
They use n-shortest-path based rough segmentation between first and the
second level of HHMM as the disambiguation strategy. This algorithm gen-
erates all the possible segmentations strings based on the segmentation Lex-
icon and choose the 10 string with lest words in the sentence. After running
the other 4 levels HMM on all the ten possible sentences, the system chooses
the one with highest possibility.
In the work of [Low et al. 2005], a Maximum Entropy Approach to Chinese
Word Segmentation is introduced. They use the online opennlp maximum
entropy package v2.1.0 from Http://maxent.sourceforge.net, and then they
specify the basic Features [Ng and Low 2004]:
(a) The current character.
(b) The character n positions to the right of the current character.
(c) The character n positions to the left of the current character.
(d) The punctuation feature, such as "?", "-",",".
(e) Other features such as Dates, latin letters.
The maximum entropy as the disambiguation strategy is not a new idea, but
how can they have the best result of all the 20 systems? Because they have
a new idea of dealing with unknown word problem. Namely, a) An external
Dictionary. b) Additional Training Corpora. For a), they use an external
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dictionary, that means the enlargement of the segmentation Lexicon. For
b), they use the additional training Corpora, although the additional training
Corpora are annotated in different standards, they contained lot of words
which do not exist in the target segment text. They use an algorithm in
order to extract the new words from the annotated additional Corpora in 5
steps:
(a) Perform training with maximum entropy modeling using the original
training corpus D0 annotated in a given segmentation standard.
(b) Use the trained word segmenter to segment another corpus D anno-
tated in a different segmentation standard.
(c) Suppose a Chinese character C in D is assigned a boundary tag t by
the word segmenter with probability p(from the Maximum Entropy
Model). If t is identical to the boundary tag of C in the gold-standard
annotated corpus D, and p is less than some threshold, then C (with its
surrounding context in D) is used as additional training data.
(d) Add all such characters C as additional training data to the original
training corpus D0, and train a new word segmenter using the enlarged
training data.
(e) Evaluate the accuracy of the new word segmenter on the same test data
annotated in the original segmentation standard of D0.
2.5 A Brief overview of the Chinese Word
Tokenizer Developed at the CIS
We now take a brief overview of the tokenizer which has been devel-
oped at the CIS, as described in [Tao 2001] and [Li 2005]. [Tao 2001]
has built the first version of CIS-segmenter, which consists of two
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parts. The first part, tokenization, is done using the Maximum Match-
ing Algorithm. The second part, which handles the overlapping prob-
lem, uses two statistical methods: the Uni-gram Frequency method
and the Mutual information method, with the training for these meth-
ods done using the 1996-1999 online magazine "Hua xia wen zhai"
corpus. [Li 2005] corrected the mistakes in the disambiguity process
of [Tao 2001], added some segmentation standard adaptation to the
Beijing standard, and re-implemented the second level of HHMM in
[Zhang et al. 2003] in order to handle the Chinese name recognition
problem. Finally, in this thesis we added the three models (described
in chapter 3) to handle the unknown word problems.
2.6 Conclusion
We have analysed two state-of-the-art systems: [Zhang et al. 2003]’s
system and [Low et al. 2005]’s system. We have found the first sys-
tem’s structure to be very intricate, and its runtime computationally
expensive. Its capability of dealing with unknown words is limited
due to the limitations of the training corpus. The latter system uses
a clever way to circumvent the unknown word problem, namely by
adding new words (that is, words unknown to the test corpus) to the
training corpus, and it was close to being the most precise system in
every segmentation standard in the Second Sighan’s bakeoff. There-
fore, as we have concluded in the first section, the state-of-the-art sys-
tems have two disadvantages:
i. Their runtime is computationally expensive, and
ii. Their capabilities of handling unknown words are limited.
For a general Chinese word segmenter, which can segment the Chi-
nese texts of different Domains, the central problem is recognition of
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unknown words. Therefore in next chapter, we will presents a new
approach to handle the unknown words problem in the field of the
Domain Adaptive Chinese Word Segmentation.
Chapter 3




This chapter presents a new approach to the central problem of domain-
adaptive word segmentation in Chinese, i.e. the recognition of new words
(unknown words to the system lexicon). Three heuristic models are pro-
posed here to this end. We will also present below an evaluation of our
system and compare it to the performance of previous approaches found in
the literature.
Our starting point is the ICLCLASS segmenter, which is reported [Sproat and Emerson 2003]
to achieve a segmentation quality of 95.9% (F-measure, after being trained
on the People’s Daily corpus). However, when we applied the same seg-
menter to a text specific to the domain of chemistry, and evaluated its per-
formance (based on a manual segmentation of the text according to the PKU
44
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standard), the quality dropped to 71.9%. We then developed a number
of ways for solving domain-specific segmentation problems better (with-
out doing domain-specific training, i.e. without the need to manually cre-
ate a domain-specific training corpus) by making more effective use of the
(domain-independent) information contained in the People’s Daily training
corpus.
In [Gao et al. 2004], the authors mention the two problems of adapting the
segmenter to different domains and to different Chinese word segmenta-
tion standards. Their approach performs quite well in terms of being able
to adapt to the four different Chinese word segmentation standards, but
their solution to domain-adaptation is debatable, as they do not explain
how their approach can acquire new knowledge from domain-specific data
given an annotated corpus taken from a more general domain. Further-
more, their test corpora do not contain domain-specific texts, hence the per-
formance of their system remains unknown. After reviewing recent de-
velopments in Chinese word segmentation, such as in [Gao et al. 2003],
[Ando and Lee. 2003], [Xue 2003], [Jin and Powers 2003], [Peng and Schuurmans 2001],
[GOH et al. 2004] and [Sproat and Emerson 2002], we established that most
of the state-of-the-art methods focus on acquiring "positive" knowledge
from a hand-annotated training corpus. Here the positive knowledge refers
to the Word Formation Rule as analyzed in Table 3.1. This positive knowl-
edge is then used to extract similar knowledge from an unseen corpus, for
example measures such as the independent word probability (IWP) and the
word formation analogy (WFA) [Wu and Jiang 2000] are calculated. The
IWP derived from the general corpus must be modified significantly for it to
be used in a domain-specific corpus, such as a chemical text, because word
formation, word combination and the compound formation rule differ be-
tween the two corpora, as shown in Table 1. A domain-adaptive segmenter
should be able to handle this divergence, especially as it is unrealistic to
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expect a large number of chemical corpora to be manually tagged so that
they can be used as training corpora. Furthermore the range of domains is
limitless - one sentence or one paper can be considered a small domain.
3.2 Unknown Word and Domain-specific
Given an electronic text in Chinese, i.e. a string t = t1 . . .tn where each ti ∈ Σ
and Σ is the alphabet of all Chinese characters, a segmentation algorithm is
expected to provide a segmentation s(t) = (s1, . . . ,sm) (s1 < s2 < .. . < sm)
where each s j is the starting position of a new segment, i.e.
T (t) := {(ts j . . .ts( j+1)−1) : 1 ≤ j < m}
is the set of all word segments in t. Later we will also use the notion of
single character sequence, by which we mean a series of consecutive seg-
ments of length 1, more precisely, a maximal subsequence s j1, . . . ,s jk such
that s j1 + 1 = s j2 , s j2 + 1 = s j3 and so forth, and k ≥ 2. Typically, when a
maximum matching algorithm does not recognize a certain multi-character
word, it splits it into a single-character sequence, as though it consisted of
several single-character words. Thus single character sequences (although
they sometimes represent the correct segmentation) are generally indicators
of words unknown to the algorithm.
Hence the basic question is that for each single character sequence, whether
or not to accept it (or parts of it) as a new word, i.e. to merge (some of) the
single characters into a continuous string. In light of domain-adaptation, we
are particularly interested in cases where the candidate character sequence is
a potential domain-specific phrase (e.g. part of the subject-specific terminol-
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ogy). Comparing general texts and domain-specific text, three observations
can be made:
(a) Domain-specific phrases are generally new to the algorithm (after it
was trained on a general text), but the single character elements they
consist of are usually known, and the combinatorial characteristics of
these tend to be the same across all domains. E.g. single character el-
ements that typically occur at the end of certain noun phrases (e.g. the
sign for “plant” at the end of plant names) are likely to be found at
the end of novel phrases (e.g. specific plant names) as well. Moreover,
when two single character elements A and B occur consecutively in the
training text such that a human editor has put a word boundary mark
between the two, it is likely that these two will not form a continuous
word AB (neither in general nor in domain-specific text). An exam-
ple of a character sequence marked as a fragment by MMA is "tÆ"
(t=in the process of, Æ=riding), as the two characters together do
not constituent are a word in the word list. The fragment was found
in the sentence: "·¢tÆð°Vð®" (We are on the bus to
Beijing). The MMA would segment this sentence as "·¢/t/Æ/ð
°/V/ð®/" (for convenience "/" is used instead of a space). "t
Æ" is a new word candidate, since it is a fragment after MMA. The
observation was made that such fragments can appear in the People’s
Daily Corpus, so we extracted all the single-character fragments from
the hand-annotated People’s Daily Corpus. We found, furthermore,
that all the substrings of these fragments are also noise. We collected
all characters found in the People’s Daily Corpus Jan-Jun 1998 which
constitute noise. A total of 800,000 noise fragments were found. There
are also "negative" examples. For example, in the segmented sentence
taken from the People’s Daily Corpus:
"À/8/1u/Ç/°//*/{/Ùó/|Ì/î/ "//////L
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/FÂ/ "/{/° /Ç/ "/1/°/// "/Ç/Å/_/c/Ç/²
/O÷/B<¨/Ç/Ùó/Ç/t/Æ/°/</¼"
Fragments like :"*{", "", "1°", and "tÆ" are
treated as noise.
Furthermore, the substrings of these fragments are also considered noise:
"*","*{","","","", "",""....
Noise fragments generated from the reference corpus using the above
method could account for approximately 50% of the noise found in the
test sets.
(b) Highly frequent single character words typically have very general mean-
ings, such as “{”(of), “~”(use) etc., and occur across all domains.
They are often combined with noun phrases, including unknown noun
phrases in domain-specific text. Thus recognizing them at the begin-
ning or end of a single character sequence often helps identify the rest
of the sequence as a new (domain-specific) word. In addition, however,
there are domain-specific single character words that occur frequently
only within their domain. For example, it was found that "ò" (to take
a photo) occurs with a higher frequency in the People’ Daily Corpus
than in our chemical text.
(c) There is a rather high number of single character sequences that rep-
resent frozen expressions that should (according to the PKU standard)
not be merged into one token, but which can rather easily be identified
as they occur in general texts as well as in domain-specific texts. Ex-
pressions like "'ÇR" (next time it will) fall under this category.
Having made these observations (especially (a)), the key idea of our ap-
proach is to learn the elements immediately preceding and following a to-
ken boundary (set by the human annotator) from the training corpus, i.e.
pairs (A,B) such that there is one or more occurrences in the training corpus
where A is the end and B the beginning of a token. We refer to these pairs
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Word Formation Rule partly changed
Word Combination Rule partly changed
Compound Formation Rule partly changed
Single-character-word
Distribution Mostly unchanged
Table 3.1: Linguistic hypothesis.
as negative examples because they indicate that AB is a sequence that is
(likely) not a new word; rather than to consider, like previous approaches,
positive examples where AB would have occurred non-separated.
In addition, we take into account single characters frequently occurring in
the target text (as in (b)). To this end, it is necessary to run in a first step a
(not yet domain-specific) segmenter over the text to identify single charac-
ters that are part of many different unknown words (i.e. of several SCS left
by the segmenter).
Thirdly, our approach attempts to identify common frozen expressions by
using a special bigram look up of negative examples in the training text; all
of this will be detailed in section 3.3 below.
The single-character-word distribution in Table 3.1 refers to the probabil-
ity of a single-character-word occurring adjacent to a non single-character-
word. We assume that the reason that the distribution of single-character-
words remains unchanged is that most high frequency single-character-words
in Chinese are prepositions, pronouns and auxiliary words.
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3.2.1 General vs. Domain-specific
A few words are in order about the conditions under which we regard a text
as domain-specific vs. domain-independent. As we have argued, from what
we call a domain-specific corpus, we expect major differences to domain-
independent texts, especially in regards to vocabulary; Table 3.1 gives an
overview of expected differences between general vs. domain-specific text.
We would like to propose a definition of domain-specifity based on this very
property, i.e. on the coverage of a domain-independent lexicon L (e.g. the
list of words extracted from a general-purpose, hand-annotated and very
large text) with respect to the terminology in T .
Let T be a manually segmented text, L be the list of words of a large, man-
ually segmented reference text T ′. T is domain-specific (with respect to L)
if the percentage of segments in T that are not in L is 7% or higher.
The 7% boundary was obtained empirically, by studying the unknown seg-
ments rate of general newspaper text and comparing it to that of subject
specific texts, e.g. chemical or medical scientific abstracts (each time using
the same, general-purpose lexicon which had been created by extracting all
multi-character sequences from the China Daily hand-annotated test cor-
pus).
3.3 System description
The input data provided to the algorithm consists of three files:
(i) A plain text file T to be segmented;
(ii) A reference corpus R of which the segment boundaries have been an-
notated by humans
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(iii) A lexicon L of Chinese words (i.e. a list of n-grams of characters from
Σ, each of which may be a word (but needs not be, depending on the
context).
As we will see later, the algorithm described below works particularly well
when T contains text specific to one or several domains, while R is a general-
language corpus, such as the manually annotated People’s Daily Corpus,
and L is also largely domain-independent. L will be used in the first step of
the algorithm to create a preliminary segmentation into candidate words ac-
cording to the lexicon; hence it is specifically the fact that L has not been op-
timized or enhanced to cover the domain-specific terminology of T , which
best characterizes the typical situation when our algorithm should be used.
And that is a situation which in fact occurs quite frequently, as building
domain-specific lexica (and training corpora) is a costly and labor-intensive
activity which people generally try to avoid.
3.4 Proposed method
We suggest a method that consists roughly of three steps:
(1) Apply a maximum matching algorithm (MMA) to T , using a general-
purpose lexicon L as its dictionary
(2) Improve the lexicon, based on the results of the first step, esp. by com-
paring single character sequences (SCS) left in it, to similar character
sequences extracted from R. The improved lexicon is called L′
(3) Re-apply MMA, using L′.
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Thus, we basically transform L into a domain-adapted lexicon L′ by adding
some of the SCS’ from the result of (1). The decision of whether or not to
include an SCS, or a part of it, in the lexicon is formalized as a function
f : Σ∗→{−1,0,1,2, . . .}
where a return value of “0” indicates rejection, while any positive value x
suggests that the segment-final part starting at position x should be included
in the lexicon, and a negative value indicates the inclusion of the segment-
initial part starting at position 1 and ending at position k + x. Hence, if
c = (c1, . . . ,ck) ∈ Σ∗ is a candidate SCS, and if f (c) = x > 0,
c(x) := (cx, . . . ,ck)
is accepted as a new entry of L′; if f (c) = x < 0,
c(x) := (c1, . . . ,ck+x)
is to be accepted.
We consider three types of such functions: the “pure fragment filter” (PFF),
the “frequent single element filter” (FSE), and the “n-gram filter” (NF).
Each one is applied in turn, i.e. we use PFF, next (upon a positive result)
we use FSE, then NF. Note that FSE and NF are only used if the previous
filters returned x 6= 0 (otherwise the candidate is immediately rejected as an
entry of L′).
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3.4.1 Pure fragment filter
Given an SCS c = (c1, . . . ,ck) ∈ Σ∗ as input, the PFF looks it up in the
hand-annotated corpus R = (r1, . . . ,rN) and computes two sets:
Pos(c) := {(p,q) : (rp, . . . ,rq) = c,
annotated as one continuous word in R}
Neg(c) := {(p,q) : (rp, . . . ,rq) = c,
annotated as an SCS in R}
In other words, these are the sets of positive and negative examples for c as





0 if |Neg(c)|0.001+|Pos(c)| > γ
1 otherwise.
for some γ∈R. The simplest version of it is probably PFF0, i.e. when a sin-
gle negative example suffices to reject the candidate, and this is indeed the
version that we used in our experiments. Thus, compared to other lexical
decision filters proposed in the literature, and looking at its mathematical
complexity, PFF0 is extremely simple and can be summarized as “accept a
word candidate unless there is one or more examples in R where it is split
into single characters”. Therefore, if this filter is superior to previously sug-
gested methods, then this is because of the mere fact that negative examples
are taken into account, rather than because of the superiority of the statisti-
cal model being used.
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Pure fragment filter in Perl-Code
The array "real fragment" contains all the fragments, such as: :"*{",
"", "1°", and "tÆ".
i f ( e x i s t s $ r e a l _ f r a g m e n t { $ C a n d i d a t e s } ) {
# i f t h e y are f r a g m e n t
} e l s e {
# t h e y are unknown word c a n d i d a t e s .
}
3.4.2 Frequent single element filter
When a candidate segment c(x) = (cx, . . . ,ck) is wrongly accepted by PFF0,
i.e. if there are no negative examples of c(x) in R, but it is not a word,
one common reason for this is that c(x) is comprised indeed of one (multi-
segment) word, plus one frequent single character element either immedi-
ately preceding or following the word (such single character elements are
typically prepositions, postpositions or similar function words). Therefore,
after a word has been accepted by PFF0, we check if either its first or its last
character (cx or ck) occurs extremely frequently as a single character in the





2 if fs(c1) > T
−1 if fs(ck) > T
1 otherwise
where fs(ci) is defined as the relative frequency of occurence of the charac-
ter ci as a single character sequence (of length 1) in the target text after the
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first (preliminary) segmentation. T is a threshold that in our experiments
was set to 0.005.
Frequent single element filter in Perl-Code
i f ( ( l e n g t h ( $sen [ $c ] ) eq " 2 "&&l e n g t h ( $sen [ $c + 1 ] ) ne
" 2 "&&l e n g t h ( $sen [ $c −1]) ne " 2 " ) | |
# between two non−two−c h a r a c t e r words
( l e n g t h ( $sen [ $c ] ) eq " 2 "
&&e x i s t s $ n a t u r e _ s e p e r a t e s { $sen [ $c−1]}
&&l e n g t h ( $sen [ $c + 1 ] ) ne " 2 " )
# between n a t u r a l s e p a r a t o r and non−two−c h a r a c t e r words
| | ( l e n g t h ( $sen [ $c ] ) eq " 2 "
&&e x i s t s $ n a t u r e _ s e p e r a t e s { $sen [ $c +1]}
&&l e n g t h ( $sen [ $c −1]) ne " 2 " )
)




extracted are :"1","", "ó","ê"(they all occur between a non-single char-
acter word and a natural boundary), and "{"(it occurs between two non-
single character words). If these single character words occur above a cer-
tain frequency (from experience more than once in a 10k corpus), and they
are the first or last character in a new word candidate, we then remove the
single-word character from this new word candidate.
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3.4.3 N-gram filter
The purpose of the n-gram filter is to check if c is likely to be a frozen ex-
pression, or a similar construction composed of single characters that should
each be kept as separate words. We do, however, not look up the whole se-
quence, but, if c has length at least 3, compare all its bigrams cic j to the
set Neg(cic j) of all negative bigram examples (i.e. all SCS in the training
corpus) to see for how many of the bigrams there is negative evidence. If
negative examples can be found for sufficiently many bigrams, we reject
the whole sequence c and assume it is a single large frozen expression that




0 if |NegBi(c)||c| ≥ 33%
1 otherwise
where
NegBi(c) := {cic j : Neg(cic j) 6= ∅, i, j ∈ {1, . . . ,k}}.
N-gram filter in Perl-Code
f o r (my $do t =0; $dot < l e n g t h ( $ c a n d i d a t e ) ; $do t ++) {
$ch= s u b s t r ( $ c a n d i d a t e , $dot , 4 ) ;
$do t ++;
i f ( e x i s t s $ r e a l _ f r e g m e n t { $ch } ) {
$coun t ++;
}
}# f o r
$ long = l e n g t h ( $_ ) ;
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$n−gram= $coun t / l e n g t h ( $_ ) ;
i f ( $n−gram > " 0 . 1 6 " ) {
# i t means t h e c a n d i d a t e i s n o t l i k e l y a word .
}
3.5 Evaluation
The test sets included two test sets from the First Sighan bakeoff and one an-
notated domain-specific corpus dealing with chemistry. The chemical cor-
pus was acquired from the company Alibaba and is over 50 MB in size. Due
to time constraints, we only annotated 474k of it. First, Senior chemistry
students annotate the text. After this, two Chinese linguistics students cor-
rected the chemistry students’ annotations according to the PKU segmen-
tation standard. In the final stage, two computational linguistics students
checked the annotated corpus again. As the percentage of unknown words
in the chemical corpus was 25.9%, it qualified as a domain-specific corpus
as per Definition 1. We ran our segmentation system and the ICTCLAS seg-
menter over the chemical corpus use the same word list mentioned above
taken from the People’s Daily corpus (Jan - Jun 1998)
The PK (Peking University) test set was evaluated as an open test using the
word list from the People’s Daily corpus(Jan - Jun 1998).
In the final step, we made use of the same PERL evaluation program used
in the first Sighan bakeoff. The results of our evaluation are shown in Table
3.2 and Table 3.3.
The results above show that our segmentation system achieved almost
the same level of performance as the ICTCLAS segmenter from ICT in
two of the test sets from the First Sighan bakeoff. Furthermore, our system
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Our system ICTCLAS
Test Set Chemical Text Chemical Text
Size 474k 474k
OOV Rate 0.259 0.259
OOV Recall Rate 0.644 0.433
IV Recall Rate 0.843 0.927
Precision 0.799 0.653
Recall 0.792 0.799
F Measure 0.795 0.719
Test Set PK(open) PK(open)
Size 56k 56k
OOV Rate 0.047 0.069
OOV Recall Rate 0.697 0.743
IV Recall Rate 0.962 0.980
Precision 0.952 0.957
Recall 0.951 0.963
F Measure 0.951 0.959
Table 3.2: Our system compared with the ICTCLAS segmenter.
PFF PFF+FSE All Models
Size 474k 474k 474k
OOV Rate 0.259 0.259 0.259
OOV Recall Rate 0.633 0.645 0.644
IV Recall Rate 0.852 0.831 0.843
Precision 0.780 0.799 0.799
Recall 0.796 0.783 0.792
F Measure 0.788 0.791 0.795
Table 3.3: Our system with different models for Chemical text.
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performed exceptionally well when applied to the large domain-specific test
set, particularly in terms of the OOV recall rate. In Table 3.2, the OOV recall
rate of our segmenter is 0.644, whereas it is only 0.433 for the ICTCLAS
segmenter. This result is particular pleasing as our test set, a real corpus, is
474k in size, and is much larger than the test sets used in the First Sighan
bakeoff.
Table 3.3 lists the results of the different models used. Since the OOV Rate
is 25.9%, we can see exactly which model makes the most useful Model.
We found the pure fragment filter (PFF) and Frequent single element filter
(FSE) to be the most useful. The N-gram filter(NF) actually decreases the
OOV Recall Rate. This shows that new knowledge is acquired from the new
domain-specific corpus mostly by using the PFF and FSE.
3.6 Examples of Segment Results Comparisons
3.6.1 Organization Name Comparison of Our System and
ICTCLAS from the Chinese Academy
Result from Our System
/·¢/4/ÌÜ/}/Ó/!Ú/,/
Result of ICTCLAS from the Chinese Academy
/·¢/4/ÌÜ//} /Ó/!Ú/,/
}is a name of a company, and at the same time is a name of a flower.
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3.6.2 Place Name Comparison of Our System and ICT-
CLAS from the Chinese Academy
Result from Our System
/:/ÌÀ/,//
Result of ICTCLAS from the Chinese Academy
//:/ÌÀ//,//
-is the name of a place in the Shan Dong province.
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3.6.3 Date Comparison of Our System and ICTCLAS from
the Chinese Academy
Result from Our System
/ÊÊ/#/¬Û/
Result of ICTCLAS from the Chinese Academy
/ÊÊ#/¬Û/
Whether we segment "1994" and "year" together or separately, is deter-
mined by standards.
3.6.4 Terminology Comparison of Our System and ICT-
CLAS from Chinese Academy
Result from Our System
é8äü ¬  /
Result of ICTCLAS from the Chinese Academy
é/8/ä/ü ¬/ / /
é8äü ¬ is chemical terminology.
3.6.5 Running Text Comparison of Our System and ICT-
CLAS from the Chinese Academy
Native speakers of the Chinese language can easily infer, from the compar-
ison of the running texts below, that our system has much more success
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at correctly segmenting terminology, entities, organisation names, place
names, etc., when compared to the ICTCLAS. The mistakes that we make
are mostly due to violations of standards; however they do not play a part
in recognition of predicate-argument structure.
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Manually Annotated Text as the Model Example
/ð®/l·H/Û/0+/÷÷/4//Û/÷/*/0+/2=%/{/è




Result from Our System
/ð®/l·H/Û/0+/÷÷/4//Û/÷/*/0+/2=/%/{/è




ICTCLAS from the Chinese Academy
ð®/l/·/H/Û/0+/÷÷/4///Û/÷/*/0+/2=/%/{/è
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3.7 Discussion
In our work, our strategy is not to search for the unknown words directly,
but to determine the distribution and the environment of unknown word can-
didates. For example, in the PFF, the negative examples are all instances of
fragments from natural text. In the FSE, we concentrate on the single char-
acters which occur next to unknown word candidates with high probability.
The test set, i.e. the raw corpus, must therefore be at least 10K in length,
not merely a single single sentence or short paragraph. The disadvantage of
having a minimum test set size is that a short sentence cannot be processed
by our system. Nevertheless, our system has the advantage of being able to
process the world web web easily.
The NF (N-gram filter) is calculated using negative knowledge. The reason
for this is because in any domain-specific text, the negative examples are
always negative; the positive examples, however, are not always positive.
As discussed in the introduction, the positive knowledge is not reliable, be-
cause the word formation rule has changed. Therefore, the People’s Daily
Corpus is the only training corpus required by our method; by contrast, the
other methods that use the knowledge of the word formation rule require a
training set for each different domain they are applied to, as illustrated in
the Figure 3.1 and Figure 3.2.
We further argue, that the methods that use the knowledge of the word for-
mation rule, are unrealistic for two main reasons:
(a) The domain is limitless. Therefore the word formation rule changes
continuously.
(b) Human resources are limited, as we cannot annotate a large enough
corpus for every domain.






Sport Training Corpus 
China Daily Training Corpus
Mechanical Training Corpus






Sport Testset Corpus 
China Daily Testset Corpus
Mechanical Testset Corpus
Figure 3.1: Traditional methods.
Chemical Testset  Corpus
Biological Testset Corpus
Finacial Testset Corpus
Sport Testset Corpus 
China Daily Testset Corpus
Mechanical Testset Corpus
China Daily Training Corpus
Our method
Other Domain
Figure 3.2: Our method.
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To ensure that the evaluation is adequate, the proposed new method must
be compared with the existing methods mentioned above. This comparison
should be conducted in the following way:
(a) Use the same non-domain-specific training text and the same non-domain-
specific text set.
(b) Use the same domain-specific training text and the same domain-specific
text set.
These two methods are, however, not applicable to domain-adaptive meth-
ods, such as the one we are proposing. One may argue that is in unfair
to train the WIP using the non-domain-specific text set, and then apply it
to the domain-specific test set, as we do not train the WIP in the domain-
specific test set. The answer to this argument would be: our method cannot





The Chinese word segmentation problem has been discussed intensively;
it is believed in some circles that the field of Chinese word segmentation
involving POS tagging is mature. We argue that this field, in theory or in
practice, is still in its infancy. We have already discussed practical develop-
ments in previous chapters; now we will discuss the linguistical aspects of
the problem, such as the relationship between Chinese word segmentation
and POS tagging. Why is discussing POS necessary for us? Let us look at
some examples from the China Daily; they all contain ambiguities:
a)È\ can be segmented into three cases:
(a) È/\ (All of /the department )
(b) È\/ / (All of the department / the door)
(c) È\ All Department
68
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b)\)uNcan be segmented into three cases:
(a) \)/uN(Whole Country/ Consulting Committee )
(b) \/)u/N(Whole / Policy of Country / Help)
(c) \)uN(People’s Consulting Committee of China )
c)²ecan be segmented into three cases:
(a) ²e/( Business/ Location)
(b) ²/e/(Pass by / Campsite/ Point)
(c) ²eBranch
d)Xcan be segment into three cases:
(a) X/(Not /necessary)
(b) X/(Not necessary / want)
(c) XNot necessary
We have seen that all of these examples do not exhibit real ambiguity. We
do not need to decompose the phrases: they are already meaningful units.
The first two examples, a)and b), are proper nouns; the third example c) is
terminology, and the last one d) is a predication. The reason for needing
to break these phrases into smaller units in the China Daily, is that the syn-
tactical theory behind this segmentation standard tries to find similar units
like wordhood in English. In Section 2, we will first compare two Chinese
tagsets to each other, for the purpose of illustrating the infrastructure of the
Beijing University tagset. Then we will compare the Beijing University
tagset to the German tagset proposed by CIS. Because the Beijing tagset is
specified by the Chinese grammar theory in [Zhu 1982], in this Section we
also introduce the most important argument of this work. We also discuss
how to adapt the Chinese grammar theory in [Zhu 1982] to local grammar.
Section 3 will propose a semantical tagset, based on the China Daily corpus,
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and outline details of adapting the POS tagset of this corpus to the new se-
mantical tagset, with examples. Section 4 will propose a machine learning
method, together with a multi-level framework to deal with the ambiguity
problem.
4.2 Comparison of Different Tagsets
We will discuss Chinese word segmentation within the framework of Chi-
nese grammar. Generally speaking, the Chinese word segmentation is re-
lated in some way to all of the fields of electronic Chinese language process-
ing. For example, POS tagging, entity recognition, noun phrase extraction
and practical applications are defined predominantly using similar concepts
in Indo-European language syntactical theories. This theory is not necessar-
ily appropriate for the Chinese language. For example, all verb occurrences
after the character {are nouns; this causes great difficulty in the field of
machine translation. They are almost identical, which lends weight to the
claim that the Beijing University tagset is too closely related to the partic-
ular syntactic theory for Indo-European languages, as shown in Table 4.1,
Table 4.2, Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. Finally, we review the Chinese grammar
theory behind the Beijing University tagset and discuss the probability of
building a new Chinese grammar system from the perspective of computa-
tional linguistics.






















Ng noun morpheme À0/f/u¾/Ng,/Tg/u/Ng, /aó/p../Ng
n noun s/n,
nr proper noun-person names T/nrÌ/nr
ns proper noun-places ð/nsð®=/ns
nt proper noun-organisation name cö/nt,j¥ê/nt,[)ÖÓ/ntÍ/j]ntÇ
nz other proper name Â/nz,[¼/nz0Þ/s/n]nt,[ûõ/nzÉ¦/n]nt
o sound word ¯Ò/o,
p preposition /p)¹/n·/r.t/v, /p
q measure word Êú/m#/q,Ô/mI/qÈ/a,4/vJ/q/r,
r pronoun ·/r,/r, /rP/q, /r,Üz/vê/u/r,
s localizer 8¥/s,Á/s,>/s,h/s,°/s,±/s
Tg temporal morpheme /TgB/TgÜ/m/Ng,/Tg{/uíå/n
t temporal noun c#/t/m/q,[x²/ns#/t¾ìL/n]nt
u auxiliary /u,/d/u,/vê/uõ?/v{/u/n
Vg verb morpheme ¹/dä/Vg,Ë/Vgº#/m,/Vg»$/n,1/p+/Vg
Vd verb-adv È/vd[q/v,9/vd*°/v, /vÑ/vd0/v
vn verb-noun #/v	/vn,	¸/lÓ*/vn,
w punctuation ,.?:
x non-morpheme no examples.
y sent-final part. åu/vê/y,t/vê/y,"/dr¿ ¿ /lê/y,
m/y,X/vX/d«/v/y
z other verb áá/zÏ/mÇ/qÛ/n,!/z²HC/n,
Table 4.1: The Tagset of Beijing University for Chinese Language(PKU ) with
examples [Yu et al. 2001]
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Penn Tagset PKU’s tag
total tags 33 26
noun 3 4
temporal noun NT t
verbal noun NN vn
proper noun NR ns,nr




















sent-final part. SP y
 ETC u
other particles MSP u
other 8 4
interjection IJ e
sound word ON o
punctuation PU w
noun-modifier JJ b
foreign words FW ??
ú LB,SB p
² BA p
tags for non-words 0 7
Table 4.2: The Comparison of the Tagset of Beijing University for Chi-
nese Language(PKU) and the Tagset of Penn Tree Bank of Chinese
Language(Penn)[ Xia et al. 2000]
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# Ö#( noun noun
























Table 4.3: The structure of The tagset of Beijing university [Zhu 1982]
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Þ#( Messen word) rest classes
Table 4.4: The Tagset of Beijing university for Chinese language and Tagset of
CISLex for German
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4.2.1 From Chinese Grammar to Local Grammar
One might believe that new theory is often proposed as a result of discovery
of a new phenomenon. In reality, not all phenomena can lead us to the right
answer. The important question is: how can we get a new perspective on
old phenomena? After partially solving the problem of unknown words, the
problem of disambiguation needs to be addressed. In order to solve this
problem in a more meaningful way, we are going to rewrite the Chinese
grammar from the lexicon grammar perspective. In the famous work of
[Lu 2000], some examples of Chinese word analysis are given:
(a) /<t¢Y°l?- What things make you so happy?
(b) ¢°°llFX? - What would you happily discuss?
(c) O·ª·Çt·°l°l!- Tell me soon, so that I can be happy
too
In their work, only the morphology of "happy", specifically the phenomenon
of repetition, is discussed. We argue that there is not only the repetition, but
also that the units "make happy" and "happily" are words. Furthermore,
they argue that in sentence 1) "happy" is a verb, in sentence 2) "happy" is
an adjective, and in sentence 3) "happy" is also a verb. We are not interested
in specifying a part of speech tagset; we are more interested in discovering
the argument and predicate in sentence 1). In this sentence, "make happy"
is a predicate; "what things" and "you" are arguments. We will go through
the milestone work of [Zhu 1982]; this is of interest as his grammar work is
already adapted to the Beijing University Chinese word segmentation stan-
dard.
Nouns
The noun has 4 properties.
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(a) An adverb should not usually be placed in front of a noun. Here we can
build a local grammar for all adverbs, that appear in the China Daily
corpus.
(b) A noun can be modified through numeration and classifiers. Since the
nouns are limitless but the classifiers are limited (in Chinese there are
about 400 classifiers), the numerations can be expressed by regular ex-
pressions; thus that we can build local grammars for classifiers.
(c) Nouns can be modified by other nouns. As we have discussed in Chap-
ter 2, for organisation names, we can build similar local grammars for
this phenomenon.
(d) A noun cannot be followed by these 3 characters: øÇêÇ,, . For
each of these characters, we shall build a local grammar together with
the verb which precedes this character.
Temporal Nouns
The set of base types of temporal nouns is limited. It is easy for us to build a
set of local grammars for temporal nouns, to express the unlimited possible
combinations.
Adjective
(a) A predicate, which does not allow any objects, but can be modified
by i, is an adjective. In this principle, we argue that this character
icannot be used to resolve whether a word is an adjective or not; this
is because from the view of local grammar, it is one kind of fixed com-
bination. This character has a high frequency in most of Chinese texts,
so it has many fixed combinations; therefore we cannot say that words,
that cannot be modified by this character, are not adjectives, since some
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adjectives cannot be modified by this character but instead of this char-
acter, they have another fixed combination. This is illustrated by the
following examples:
(b) Most adjectives can be modified byi. We can build a local grammar
for this character.
(c) An adjective can be followed by a complement, such asôê. Since oc-
currences of those complements have a high frequency in the Chinese
language, we can build a local grammar for them.
(d) For each of those words, that have properties of both nouns and adjec-
tives, we should probably build a local grammar.
(e) We ignore the differences between a adjective and a stative.
Verb
The description of the properties of the verb class in the theory of [Zhu 1982]
is very complicated. In fact, if we look at the annotated corpus, most of the
predication has either the structure, preposition - verb, or verb - verb. This
makes it possible to redefine the predication from the theory of [Zhu 1982].
4.2.2 Conclusion
The Beijing University tagset is similar to the German tagset in CIS, be-
cause the tagset adopts the framework of syntactic theory of Indo-European
language, particularly from [Zhu 1982], who argues that Chinese grammar
has two special properties:
(a) The semantic component and the syntactic component do not have a
one-to-one mapping between them
(b) The construction rule of a Chinese sentence is similar to the construc-
tion rule of a phrase.
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The first special property is a typical observation from the Indo-European
syntactic theory perspective, because in languages such as English, such a
one-to-one mapping exists. For the Chinese language, this mapping is in
fact one-to-many. The subject maps to noun, verb and adjective; the pred-
icate similarly maps to noun, verb and adjective, and same for the adverb.
The current segmentation standards are all specified under this framework,
and this causes confusion and inconsistencies. In the second special prop-
erty, the definition of the word "phrase" is still imprecise in the Chinese
language, so it is difficult to apply this property in practice. Of course, we
cannot say that this similarity necessarily implies that they are inappropri-
ate for use with the Chinese language. Syntax and semantics are assumed to
have a one-to-one correspondence to the syntactic theory under the frame-
work of subject and predicate. Therefore, semantic classification is our final
goal. The syntax is a necessary step between natural language and semantic
classification. For the Chinese language, this might not be the case. Is it
possible to propose a semantic tagset directly, without involving POS tag-
ging?
4.3 A Semantical Tagset and its Application to
the China Daily Corpus
Discussion of how to build a well-formed semantically annotated corpus for
Chinese becomes a very interesting topic. Generally speaking, there are two
ways of building such semantically annotated corpora. The first involves au-
tomatically processing the treebank [Palmer et al. 2001], [Kingsbury and Palmer 2002]
,[Palmer et al. 2003], [You and Chen 2004] and [Daniel and Daniel 2002],
and the second involves building a semantic corpus from the corpus with
only POS information [Xu et al. 2004].
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A treebank is normally a syntactically processed corpus. There are many
treebanks built for different languages such as the Penn Treebank [Marcus et al. 1993],
ICE-GB [Wallis 2003]. The Penn Chinese Treebank is a well-known re-
source [ Xia et al. 2000][Xue et al. 2002]. Its annotation is based on Head-
driven Phrase Structure Grammar (HPSG), just like its English version. As
we have demonstrated in the last section, the Penn Chinese Treebank tagset
is a very complex one, having a maximum depth level of more than 36. It
is difficult for a human annotator to change it into a semantic annotation
in a meaningful way. Another important work is the Sinica Treebank at
the Academic Sinica, Taiwan [Chen et al. 1999]. Information-based Case
Grammar (ICG) was selected as the language framework. According to
the report, The Sinica Treebank contains 38,725 parsed trees with 329,532
words. For the corpus-based methodology, its size is not sufficient.
Unlike full parsing, shallow semantical annotation is only targeted at certain
local structures in a sentence. Instead of converting a fully parsed treebank
to a semantic annotation, perhaps we can construct a shallow semantical
tagset. Following [Xu et al. 2004], we agree with two of their general ideas:
(a) The use of the China Daily corpus.
Due to the lack of word delimitation in Chinese, word segmen-
tation must be performed before any further syntactical annota-
tion. High accuracy of word segmentation is very important for
this project. We chose to use the segmented and tagged Peo-
ple’s Daily corpus annotated by the Beijing University. The
annotated corpus contains articles that appeared in the People
Daily Newspaper in 1998. The segmentation is based on the
guidelines, given in the Chinese national standard GB13715,
[Liu et al. 1993] and the POS tagging specification was devel-
oped according to the "Grammatical Knowledge-base of con-
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temporary Chinese" . According to the report from Beijing
University, the accuracies of this annotated corpus in terms
of segmentation and POS tagging are 99.9% and 99.5%, re-
spectively [Yu et al. 2001]. The use of such mature and widely
adopted resource can effectively reduce our cost, ensure syn-
tactical annotation quality. With consistency in segmentation,
POS, and syntactic annotation, the resulting Treebank can be
readily shared by other researchers as a public resource. [Xu et al. 2004]
(b) The second design principle is low structural complexity. This
means, that the annotation framework should be clear and sim-
ple, and the labeled syntactic and functional information should
be commonly used and accepted. [Xu et al. 2004]
We agree, for the most part, with their proposals, but we are not satisfied
with the annotation set that is proposed. In the next section, we will make
several comparisons between our semantical annotation and their annota-
tions on the same text from the China Daily Corpus.
4.3.1 A Semantical Tagset and its Application to China
Daily Corpus
As discussed in the last section, adapting Zhu’s theory [Zhu 1982] to a lo-
cal grammar is possible but unfeasible, so we have to continue adapting
the Beijing University POS tagset to a semantical tagset. Through this se-
mantical tagset, we define the segment units, and thus a new segmentation
standard.
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Our semantical tagset contains 6 elements: topic, modifier, argument, pred-
ication, conjunction and logical term.
Topic
Before we consider a concrete example, we will argue that Chinese lan-
guage is a paragraph-oriented language [Tsao 1979].
Xu [Xu 2004]and Zhao [Zhao 1968] proposed the topic-comment frame-
work for the Chinese language. According to them, the topic-comment
framework is proposed instead of a predicate-argument structure for three
reasons:
(a) There exists an obligatory syntactic relation between subject and pred-
icate, whereas topic-comment do not have such a relation.
(b) The topic can only be in the first position within a sentence, whereas
the subject is not necessarily in the first position.
(c) The relation between subject and predicate is very restricted. The re-
lation between topic and comment is much looser and sometimes al-
lows sentences in Chinese which would be illegal in other languages
[Zhao 1968].
We further argue that the topic and comment structure is still governed by
sentence-oriented theory; just like in English, one sentence has one subject
and one predication. But according to [Zhao 1968], 50% of Chinese sen-
tences are without a subject. In Chapter 2, we have already discussed that
the usage of comma and full-stop is quite arbitrary, and hence the boundary
between sentences is imprecise [Tsao 1979]. In this work we make a brave
assumption: that the first argument of a paragraph is the topic of the whole
paragraph. So, if a given sentence in a paragraph does not have a subject,
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and if the subject cannot be inferred from the preceding sentence, then the
subject of this sentence is most likely to be the first argument of the whole
paragraph.
Logical term
Logical term represents the relations between arguments, such as : and , or.
Conjunction
Conjunction is the connection between utterances.
Modifier
Modifier is an attribute to the argument or predication.
Argument, Predication.
An elementary sentence contains arguments and a predicate.
For this semantical tagset we do not specify the exact definitions; we anno-
tate the 2 sentences below to illustrate how this annotation can be applied.
4.3.2 Our Annotation Applied to Two Complex Sentence
Examples from the Original China Daily Corpus with Trans-
lations
Example from the Original China Daily Corpus with Translations
/m /qÍÔ/mµ/q{/uRÎ7/nÇ/w~/pÐ/m#/q-/nÇ/w
&/vÇ/m3ø/vp/v{/u*i/nB/a¢/nÇ/w/d×/VgÄ/v
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Ë#/d /n§/v 7/m Ã/q /w ¼{/n§/v úy/mÃ/q {/u )
ÿ/bè/nøL/nÇ/w"/v{/u4/v/rÚ/w
Translation
It takes 5 years for a 29-year old Army retiree to turn around a small, almost
bankrupt factory in a town. Suddenly it becomes a big enterprise; its sales
volume is over 100 million and the tax is over 10 million. How has he
managed to do this?
Our Annotation to this Complex Sentence in the Original China Daily
Corpus with translations
/m /qÍÔ/mµ/q{/u (A 29-year old)
<–modifier–1RÎ7/nÇ/w (An army retiree) <–topic–1~/p (It takes ) <–
predication–1Ð/m#/q-/nÇ/w (5 years ) <–argument–1&/v (make)
<–predication–2Ç/m3ø/vp/v{/u (going bankrupt) <–modifier–
2*i/nB/a¢/nÇ/w (A small company in a town ) <–argument–2/d
×/Vg (suddenly ) <–modifier–3Ä/v (become ) <–predication–2Ë#/d
(each year) <–modifier–4 modifier–1
/n (sales volume) <–modifier–4 argument–1
§/v (over) <–modifier–4 pedication–1
7/mÃ/q (100 million yuan) <–modifier–4 argument–2
/w (and) <–modifier–4 conjuction–1
¼{/n (tax) <–modifier–4 argument–3
§/v (over) <–modifier–4 pedication–2
úy/mÃ/q (10 million yuan) <–modifier–4 argument–4
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{/u (of) <–modifier–4 )ÿ/b è/n øL/nÇ/w (big enterprise) <–
argument–3"/v{/u4/v (Depend on) <–predication–3
/rÚ/w (what) <–argument–4
Example From Original China Daily Corpus with Translations





While most of the employees of this enterprise all live in new rooms over
100 sqm in size, the family of the army retiree who is responsible for their
success, still lives in a 30 sqm room. This teaches us an important lesson.
Our Annotation to this Complex Sentence in the Original China Daily
Corpus with translations
h/p (as) <–predication–5
YÇ/rè/n{/u (the enterprise of) <–argument–4–modifier–1
L\I/mÓ/n (most of the workers) <–argument–4–argument–1
.²/d (already) <–argument–4–modifier–2
Ô/v /v (live in) <–argument–4–predication–1 Þº/m ²0²/q {/u
(over 100 sqm) <–argument–4–modifier–2
cØ/n (new hause) <–argument–4–argument–2




(the army retiree who is responsible for their success) <–modifier–5
/m/n (whole family) <–argument–5
e/dl/d (still) <–modifier–6
Ô/vó/p (live in) <–predication–6
ÎË/mõ/m²0²/q{/u (about 30 sqm) <–modifier–7
Û¬2/n°/fÇ/w (room) <–argument–6
Y/r (this) <–argument–7/d (again) <–modifier–8É/v (give) <–predication–
7
·¢/r (us) <–argument–8
õ/dL/a{/u (how big) <–modifier–9
é/vn¼/w (lesson) <–predication–7
4.3.3 Explanation of Our Annotation to the Two Complex
Sentences
The number after an element of the tagset simply indicates the occurrence
sequence of an element type. For example:Yø/r{/u <–modifier–12
This annotationYø/r{/u shows that the the first two of the 3 characters
are annotated as proper nouns, and the last character is annotated as an aux-
iliary word, according to Beijing University Standard tagset. <–modifier–12
This annotation is our semantic annotation; this means that the 3 characters
together form a modifier: the 12th modifier in the text. In this example, we
see that predication 11 has two tokens, which are separated by argument 13.




In the example below, there are modifier, argument and predication struc-
tures within modifier 4. Intuitively, we draw the conclusion that if we call
the structure within a structure a 2-level-deep annotation, then a Chinese
sentence will have no annotations deeper than 2 levels. By contrast, the
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{/u <–modifier–4
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We can infer 3 general rules for adapting the China Daily corpus to our
semantic annotation:
(a) The modifier to an argument or topic always ends with a character{,
such as
/m /qÍÔ/mµ/q{/u <–modifier–1
(b) In the China Daily corpus, the modifier to a predication is always an-
notated as an adverb, such as: õ/d <–modifier–12
/v <–predication–10
(c) In the China Daily corpus, a predication normally appears in the form
of preposition + verb, or verb + verb .












Table 4.5: Some Annotations in [Xu et al. 2004]
4.3.4 Our Annotation to an Example Text from the Orig-
inal China Daily Corpus with translations
In [Xu et al. 2004], an article from the China Daily Corpus was annotated.
For comparison, we annotate the same article using our sematical tagset.
19980402-07-009-001/m [[ú/m#/q/f/n3/vnb/n ]NP]NP<–
topic-1 (Technique for mummification from 4000 years ago) 19980402-07-
009-002/mô¦/n <–topic-2[[é/p <–predication-1ÏËËË/mõ/m
#/q/f{/u <–modifier-1/mä/qù/ns÷/n <–argument-1
q/v ÏÄ/vn ]VP<–predication-1 /f<–modifier-2 ]TP/v Ç/w <–
predication-2 (After studying a 4000-year-old mummy, the archeologist dis-
covered ,) [[ô/aù/ns]NP|/n]NP<–argument-2 [ /aó/p<–conjunction-
1 /r]AP-SBU<–argument-3 [Ò/d <–conjunction-1¼~/v <–predication-
3&î/n <–argument-4q/v <–predication-4 [/n <–argument-53
/vn <–predication-4/w]VP]VP
(the ancient Egyptians already at that time used perfume to prevent body
decomposition)
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19980402-07-009-003/m [â/p<–predication-5 [/w î/ns ç/n
/w <–topic-3çw/vÇ/w <–predication-5 [[y)/nsÉ5Ê/nzL¦/n]NT
{/u <–modifier-3¿°Û¬/nr/u|/n <–argument-6]NP-FZ]NP
[é/p <–predication-6 [ ÌÔÌÏ#/t ó/p ù/ns ä/ns ñH/v {/u
<–modifier-4 [Ú/nr{/u÷/n]NP]NP]PP-DX<–argument-7q/v
<–predication-6ê/u <–modifier-45è/vn <–predication-6/w
(According to a report in the Washington Journal, Ulrich Weckser et at in
Tuebingen University carried out a study on the Itu mummy, which was
excavated in Jizha, Egypt in 1914.)
19980402-07-009-004/mÆ¢/r <–topic-4/v <–predication-7Ç/w [Ù/r
ö‡ /n]NP <–argument-8[.²/d <–modifier-5 [ ~/p <–predication-7 
/n <–argument-9Z/c <–Logical term-11/pÿ/nÌ/v{/u <–modifier-
6\Ô/n]PP-GJ <–argument-10 [ÿ®/v <–predication-7,/uê/y ]VP-
SBU]VP <–modifier-7 /w (They discovered that the bones had already
been processed with a mixture of turpentine and sodium.)
[/n <–argument-11Z/c <–Logical term-2 [ÿ/n\Ô/n]NP]NP-BL
<–argument-12 ä/v <–predication-7 [[3/v Z/câ?/v /n]VP-
BL {/u <–modifier-8 ÕH/n ]NP <–argument-13 /w (The mixture of
turpentine and sodium functions as an antiseptic and preserves the body.)
i/c <–conjunction-2Ç/wÆ¢/r <–argument-14 [¤/d <–modifier-9
/v ]VP <–predication-8 [[Ú/nr"/n{/u <–modifier-10ö‡ /n]NP
<–argument-15¥?/v <–predication-9ê/u <–modifier-11 [ä/vâ/vn
*~/n{/u <–modifier-12 [*u/nÔ/n]NP]NP]IC <–argument-16/w
(Moreover, they have found the bones of the body of Itu were immersed in
some adhesive liquid which functioned to protect it.)
19980402-07-009-005/mÚ/nr <–argument-174/v <–predication-10 [[L
Õ/dÚÃ/tÍÌÐË#/t/Ngô/aù|)/nsÏ/n ]TP{/u <–
modifier-13 [÷/n4/vnÊ/n ]NP]NP <–argument-18/w
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(Itu was a deal trade officer in the period of ancient Egyptian kingdom,
around 2150BC.)
Comparison of The Two Sets of Annotations
(a) Their semantical annotation tagset, as shown in Table 4.5 [Xu et al. 2004],
is based on Zhu’s principle [Zhu 1982] , namely that "the construc-
tion rule of a Chinese sentence is similar to the construction rule of a
phrase". As we have discussed in the previous section, this principle is
not practical, because the definition of "phrase" is imprecise. If we con-
sider each of their three annotations, we shall see that each is incom-
patible with our semantic tagset. For example, their maximal-phrase
definition is incompatible with our definition of elementary sentence.
Their definitions of base-phrase and middle-phrase prove in practice to
be imprecise.
(b) Each non-root element in a tree structure possesses, by definition, a
unique parent. For a treebank, brackets are used to demonstrate the
tree structure. The brackets are not permitted to overlap; so if we want
to categorise two elements, which are not adjacent, in one category
such as predication, in this case the annotation of the tree structure is
not sufficient for this task.
(c) We categorise the POS annotation of preposition and verb in the China
Daily corpus in one category - predication. For example,é(on)...... 
qÏÄ( carry out studies) in Chinese betweené"on" andqÏ
Ä"carry out", there is normally an argument. There are two reasons as
to why we treat the whole unit "carry out studies on" as one predication:
• This unit can be treated as a fixed expression.
• The order of word positions in the Chinese language plays a very
important role. In this case, the word "on" determines which argu-
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ment should follow, and then the argument itself determines which
predication should be built to this argument. The pairing of "on"
and the verb "carry out" is due to the argument being unlimited, but
the verb and preposition being limited. And hence this pairing of
verb and preposition is also limited. If we can describe all of them,
then it would be very easy for us to find the predicate-argument
structure in a sentence.
(d) Their annotation is not for the whole text; some passages, containing
important information, have not been annotated.
According to [Guenthner and Blanco 2004], predication can be categorised
into three categories: simple verb, support verb, frozen expressions. We can




• q/v <–predication-4 ...... 3/vn <–predication-4 ( prevent ......
decomposition)
• é/p <–predication-6 ...... q/v <–predication-6 ...... 5è/vn <–
predication-6 (carry out examination on )
Frozen Expressions
In Chinese, such an idiom will be expressed with one word, which has no
more than 4 characters, and usually in every segmentation system this kind
of expression will be treated as a single unit. Conversely, in English such
idioms will be expressed with separate words, such as: took the fall for(
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Application Domains Chinese unknown word detection NP detection
Category one words which appear in the lexicon NP
Category two words which do not appear in the lexicon non-NP
Table 4.6: Two Category Assumption in Different Domains.
"ñ), to cut to the chase (Ót). Therefore, in Chinese this type of
predication is not our focus.
After automatically adapting the China Daily corpus to our semantic an-
notations, we need to check it manually. This is a huge undertaking, that
cannot be managed in a short period of time, but after this work we would
have an enormous set of modifiers and predications. In the next section, we
will finally propose a new approach to disambiguity using this set.
4.3.5 Two Category Assumption(TCA) and Multi-level Frame-
work for Disambiguity
Two category assumptions as machine learning methods are proposed specif-
ically for the domain adaptation problem. Compared with TBL, they are
simpler and more direct. The argument goes that if we cannot tackle the
unlimited entities directly, we circumvent the problem and analyse only the
limited components of the sentence, such as predicate. Of course, for lan-
guages such as German and English, morphology knowledge can be used
to identify most of these entities, but for the Chinese language this is not
the case, as one weakness of Chinese is the lack of morphological evidence.
Therefore, two category assumptions are suitable for domain-adaptive Chi-
nese language segmentation.
The first implication of TCA: we start with a sentence, and assume that the
sentence has two categories. This can be seen in the following Table 4.6.
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In Table 4.6, we can see in the domain of Chinese unknown word detection
that a Chinese sentence has two categories: words which appear in the lex-
icon and those which do not. Similarly, in the domain of NP detection, we
assume that a sentence has only two categories: NP and non-NP.
The second implication of the TCA: if we remove one of the categories in
a sentence, then we assume that the remaining sentence components belong
to the other category.
For example, if we remove the words which exist in the lexicon, then we
are safe to assume that the remaining words in a sentence are new word
candidates. Similarly, if we remove the non-NPs, we can assume that the
remaining components are NPs. In some NLP application domains, such
as Chinese unknown word detection and NP detection, statistical methods
are widely used. The advantage of these statistical methods is that they
can learn positive knowledge, such as the formation of NP, and use this
knowledge to discover similar knowledge in a raw corpus. Therefore, their
disadvantage is that they ignore the use of negative knowledge in the hand-
annotated corpus. Here, we define the negative knowledge as the known
category in TCA. In other words, the knowledge that remains after remov-
ing the positive knowledge is the negative knowledge. For example, in the
domain of NP detection, the conjunctions and verbs remain after the NPs
are removed.
4.3.6 Multi-level Processing of Chinese Text with TCA
Here we propose multi-level processing of Chinese text with the machine
learning method. We will be processing the text in 4 steps.
(a) We take the sentence marking as the first level of processing. We use
the two category assumption method: we assume that a sentence has
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two categories. One category is "sentence mark and comma", while the
other category is "complex sentences". We remove the first category
and assume that the rest are complex sentences.
(b) We take conjunctions as the second level of processing. We assume that
the complex sentence has two categories: one category is conjunctions,
and the other is "utterance". We remove the conjunctions, and assume
that the rest are small sentences.
(c) We take the modifier as the third level of processing. We assume that
the utterance has two categories: one category is "modifiers", and the
other is "elementary sentences". We remove the modifiers, and assume
that the rest are elementary sentences.
(d) We take the predication as the fourth level of processing. We assume
that the elementary sentence has two categories: one category is "pred-
ication", and the other is "argument". We remove the predications, and
assume that the rest are arguments.
Through these four levels of processing, we can not only remove the am-
biguity in a Chinese text, but can also construct a semantic structure in a
meaningful way.
If we can build a local grammar for conjunctions, modifiers, and predi-
cations from the China Daily corpus, and if this local grammar is good
enough, we can extract all the arguments from a Chinese text automatically.
And if a sentence can be segmented into conjunctions, modifiers, predi-
cations and arguments, then this segmentation is enough for most natural
language processing tasks. Therefore, we can call this segmentation a se-
mantical segmentation standard, though it does not exist yet. However, after
adaptation of the Beijing University standard to our semantical annotation,
this semantical segmentation should become widely accepted for different
applications.
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Appendix A
Comparison of Our System and
ICTCLAS
Native speakers of the Chinese language can easily infer, from the compar-
ison of the running texts below, that our system has much more success
at correctly segmenting terminology, entities, organisation names, place
names, etc., when compared to the ICTCLAS. The mistakes that we make
are mostly due to violations of standards; however they do not play a part
in recognition of predicate-argument structure.
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Ó/Ö/
/~E/:/4/ /Ã//Ä/ÙÇ/È/ /§Ý/âì/ /3P/Õ/ /Gh;/ /
¬/)ï/: /Ä/î/,Hì/§E/Ez/å/ /c¬/Quinestrol/c
/EthinylEstradiol//Estradiol/®/Estriol/âG/Trenbolone/é
®ì1/Gestrino /~E/:/ÁF/ /é//\/*/Ã/ /~E/:/4/ /¸
Å/Õ/1.0-2.5Mpa /XäZ/à d/ //¬/ /ã²/ USP24 /Þ
0//./+£/ 99/a/
















}/-/Ç/½/ê/²/|Ó/t/{/f&// /z¬/./ / /à//Õ/Þ
0/ 2.UHM-H01/Ã/RF301/Ä/rE//(/n/Ä/ http:/www.ecbrain.com
/÷Õ/:/ÞL$//Þ/,"/ / ü/ /¬/)ï/:99.9/Éø|/Õ/|/B
/í/B/ /·¢/4/T /Êf//÷÷/!Ú/,/·¢/Ø//÷













û//U/n/Ç/Õ/Ç/àÝ// /I±/ý}/S-3BG/Ã/HGL/Ä/ / 
Z/50/µaÿ/ 9920L//25L/æh7/(/C/) 20L//25L/æh7/Ç/=»/55MM












































































N-/ ä/;/ 99.90jli@mail.daewoo.com.cn /½//a/ /:¬//:¬
5Þ,y\M// :1/DMF/I:¬// q//t://ä%E
5//E p/DMAC/:/ 025-85212383 [CN]/	/¸Å/åå
¹å//¸å/àíf´// /T /å/a//¸Å/÷÷/
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P/*~/¥à/3ø/7~/º//@Æ/ó//@Æ/ûº/ÅÆ//Z/¶


















/,Hì/§E/Ez/å/ 602,5-/ä/ ü/¬Í/ /Øa/3a/>
¤//Ã/C/Ä/(/C/) /¬/ÖÁ/:/3a/>¤// /R/\Õ/ç´/Ç/É
/ç´/, / /Éø/0*/ [/¬/Ò/]/u/Õ//¦/ //
¬//E5ù/å/
/×/// / f/Õ/²=/LÂ>4/9/R/





0zzypack 0zzyspec 0zzypricezzywebtitle 0zzypack 0zzyspec 0zzypricezzy-
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/)¦/./{/l////p/Ã/ô/Ä/Ô/// zhong-
wen3753@163.netdavid3753@tom.com /@Æ/¬/CP2000/Þ0/àV/99/õ/à/ 





i/)/Ú/øL// www.jinlongchem.com /ö¬5ÿ/ /¬/)




































































ï/ / /²//ö/ //Õ/021-52240276/Ç/52240280 / ü²¶p/ /
¬/)ï/: 11./®/ô/Ý/*/²/ã/ÓÇ÷/Ç//¦/jO/
//Õ/0999-4621995 /Ic1/99.80/ü/?/®aÞS//p






 / 1.UHM-H01/Ã/RF301/Ä/rE// /§Ý/Õ/;/150/E/ /nR/Õ/MB-
V2003C/Õ/ë/ /:Lõ/ /¬/)ï/: ZTOV/øï/á*Ã/×
¬/¬e/4ó/Ê///{/äúÞ/ ~//yÅ/Ün//Z/)
i//b/?/\/~/{/&~/G//ÄÕ/{///è/c




























¸ì/Ç/¡/Ç/"W/ /W/Â/7/(0.3cm) /¸Å/Õ/1.0-2.5Mpa /Õ~/&
¬/0i/Ú/Û)/ /õ/#/Û/Õ~/&¬/0i/Ú/Û)/ /Õ~/BVI/Ú
/ /Õ~/)/Ú/ /Õ~/©ßÆ/Ú/ /Õ~/0i/Ú/ /Õ~/&
¬/Û)/ /Õ~/¥)/Û)/ /Û)/÷/Õ~/ /è®/ /ÛÖ/{ /ý
//(/ýµ/!Ú/ /Éø|/:/½/c/ / / /À/Z/E/p/X/Ö/
/


































Õ/Ã/h/ /a/ /¬/ÖÁ/:/a/ /f// /Éø//:533-
2890448 //Õ/0335-31667913166792 /®üä/4-/8ä/-N-/ ä/Ó
 /5-/Þ/-2-/ ä/ä%/ô/ÔùEÝ/5-/Þ/ ä/ä%/ /¸Å/Õ/1.0-




























º£//y//±º£/// N-/ ä/ù/ ü//N-/ ä/ü/N-/ 



















ï/à/Ñ/øï/};/øï/ N-/ES¶ Æ/ /¬/)ï/:99/W




































Ø// /ù/Eü/ Z/ /Â/Õ/Êâ/0/F/½)/ /F/Õ/ä/
½/{/]ª/y²/Ç/ä÷/0ä/#/Ç//v/°/{/¹° /Ç//7
a/?i/Ó*/Ç/e=//)/Û/Ý/"Ó*/²è/Ç//&L/V/
/D// /fÅ// [CN]/Ø/ó2/=m/ /·¢/	/È«/ó2/=
m//`_/=m//É/=m//ÍÚ/=m/ H/n/Ý/z>/øï/Õ/
GFSJ-/øï/°H/N´å/ /fÅY/ />/6¯/http:/www.zscms.com />
1/\/8
/ /¬/)ï/: N-beta-/ /ä/;/ /¬/;/Õ/
/ ö¬ÿÛöàö¬ªö¬5ª/99/Ø/àâ// /¬/Ö





















÷º' //÷/0n //yÖ /ä/ //yÖ 









/Ê/ô/ö/ /3P/: /]/Õ/0755-26701428 /ô`/ /¬/)ï/:Pb/×/90PPM
/:/zþ/yi/§/A$/ //Øa/	9//³%Â//Ö¡/Â//®
µ%//Vf/Â//B//9/// /y/BÀ/Ý/ /3P/: /(ÿ/Ä9/{/
¦/ÄI/º/«//Ù¥/./ÏÄ/8ù/{/¦/ÄI/70/õ«//ó/
¦/ÄI/¥/9Þ/v/°/{/H/ÄI//(ÿÓ/Ç/(ÿ/õð/Ç/¤/9









/Mestra /~E/:/ÁF/ /W/á// //{/\n/è//ó/a
/Ç/Î/Ç/T//ÓÉK/ùT/Z/Q/þ/ /Øa//vj
ì/ /¬/ÖÁ/://vjì/ /í/\å/Ó2¬/Ã/Û
/»G/Ä/(/C/) /¬/ÖÁ/:/Z~/ />/Ã/ /~E/:/4/






























/I±/±/SE-4GL 4-/Eyí¬/4-/ää%/4-/ ä/yí¬/4-/ ä/y




















/ö¬5/ 2-/ äI¶¬/ /99[CN]WYK/øï/­¸­ì/
/u//Õ/N/­¸­,/Ë/®/Ç/&~0"/Ö/N/É/





















































/ /)/Ö]/éÔ//GÛ/\/|/B/ KZL/øï/O¤/rÂ/å/ /G
­/)/àä/S®/Ö|Ê/Z/ÍÚ?/³V/ 1//0ä/v*/|Ê/1/Ö/
/Ê/ ì//99.00/fÅ/ /P/!Ú/1ù/w/h/øL/È/a/è

































/ /}_/F/ />/?/\*/{/Ó¢/Ç/ /c/t/LÞ/C/Æã/IBM/#
Ä/PC/Ç/{/Õ/12.1/@/TFT/]g/¬/+ì/Ç/!°/,Þ/1024X768/Ç/
P/Ç/1.44/P/Ç/ /,¬ª/98.50//:/`ð/±=/ð¢/205/)















ý/Õ/5500y/Ã/|Ì// /1/·Ua/ /¨//i/¹/y/ /*/















/1000y/Ã/Ç//ý/ L-/ Á¬7/ /¬/)ï/: /·/úé
a/Ç/=/¥L¼Æ/Ç//	/$¡/¬/{/¢/>¤/¦·/É
































/:/­/ßã/Ez/§´/ 4-/ ä/-3-/ä%/²¬/ /~E/:/ñ=/ /	/=
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F///Z//u|/{/½// /®M/ 99/¢/./ì/99.5/W­/É
W/PU/¸/a/?/F/ /W­// /*àð/ /¬/)ï/:/È«/j
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/Ì/¬//Õ/§Eî/Ez/å//§E/Ó/8÷/å// //














/õá/Ö// /Þ,1/ /¬/)ï/: [CN]/ ì/	/H/zº











Þ/;/ / »/Õ/40-800mm /Ó/Í¬/ /~E/:/	/~/ /§Ý/Õ/-
10-80/E/ /Éø//:29-82080535 /Éø//:10-84647117 /ð°/
Ûì/ /·4/Ñl//)/7E/Í/ÿ/Ç/ú/C¡/¥{//Q/
Ûì/Ç//	/¢/¦O/Z·/Éø/!!! /Ú/Ì/¬/Ýi/þ





¸/¶/Ìu/+¶/ N-/ ä/ê// /¬/)ï/:98/·¢/4/Þ0//X/





/~/Ý/®// /Éø/\ /Õ/­?=/ T/K/«Ú/ / / /
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B:»//0.35MM/{/°°Ý/	// /¢/99>90/ù/E/;/Ù/ /
5/~/®/ / »/Õ/15-50mm /C¡/D/Õ/http:/syty0830.5322.cn(/O/\
å/C/Ã/1/L¡/[ñ/Á/3//Ç/ù/1/"Ô/Ì/Ä/ /Ã//Ä//I
®/ 1/Ç/4-/ô¢/#/5000/ëü/¬/ üä:¬/ /ä
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F/	/ /?/$/¬/{/Ú/>//Þ0/Ä/)/Û/!Ú/:/B
// /	ý/ /p)/Ó/ ~/aî/ ~/¬/ /Ì//	




H/20/õÇ/Ç/100CASNo.10526-07-5 /é/  äF/ /¬/)ï/: /
~/Ó/ /·¢/4/ÌÜ/}/Ó/!Ú/,/·¢/Ø/8¬ô/8¬
/8¬/Ë/, /z/¬/&î/ÿ/Þ0//. /¬/)ï/: /LÞ/Øa/Eä
Ò#/ùÙ/{G/ /¬/ÖÁ/:/EäÒ#/ /Àz/T9000DVD/¿/8.500
/}_/ /0¬R¶ / 99/s/o













~ya//a/Ý// L-/ü:¬/ /¬/)ï/: //Õ/www.fz.chem.cn
/¤/Ëá/ /Ö/Û/
/! /°/CA6250*1500/./H/(/C/) /¬/ÖÁ/:/°
/CA6250*1500 /ãä/ø{/:/T /Y/ / //¬/:/ / /
¬/)ï/:/È«/)ï/ /ô/Ý/ /Éø|/Õ/º/²®/|/²®/ /u
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¶/{/e÷/Z/Ùu/ÄI// />/Éø/Õ/pine@21Life.com /·¢/4/o
y/ßK/v¼/Ó/!Ú/,/·¢/Ø®Ã/:/a/,3760,47085, hsfh168@sohu.com











¬/0%/ /bà//:/Þ0/ /¬//:/Þ0//. /è///







































































8/ÁÝ/Ý5/å/ CA6471/8/ÁÝ/Ý5/å/ /:1/¶/1/ ü/ 
ü/ü/ì/ /Í/:400X500X170 //Õ//²Ô4/843/R/ /ã
¶/ /¬/)ï/: 86-021-63585018-8064 /~E/Õ/¦/yÿ®/÷÷/{
 /Ç/~/)/	,Ç/y/{/sG/j/ùÙ/#// /§Ý/Õ/-
28-150/E/ /ãä/ø{/:/I²/ð/ /®1/[43121-43-3] /Ýã/Õ/Æ
ù,u
//30kg/U/Ç///200kg/7// //|Ñ/		/
·/)ý///ýî///·/ /ôE/ /¬/)ï/: /
/Õ/0519-8734388-804 /§Ý/Õ/-29-120/E/ /Øa/ÄÔ/g¸/y/
\// /¬/ÖÁ/:/ÄÔ/g¸/y/\// /Nç/Ùuè/ /</8//





















Description: vip@gentel.com.cn /Ú/]/Õ/0371-4367881 /¤Æ/#
N/120/ø/Þ0//. /Þ0/ÃÖ/Ó/!Ú/.021-.52827579.52806095/
Þ/ây/,/ÞL/$Â/È/.[/\)È/,/,/SÍ/Wä/]. /Ì/K/	/Ç/Ò/Ì/O
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h/ü®/ 18XH-208/n/«/Û~/p/85 958700 /°H/áÀÿ
/,/3
£/Bp/>/,/¸N>/,/¬²/,/°Ùg¶>/,/¬²/Ë/>/// /ðÄ/
Æ°/(/C/) /¬/ÖÁ/:/Ô/°/ /Fé/È«/pÇ/ùÇÑ/ /·/Ú/a/0
/F//F/È«/pÇ/ZÇÑ/Ç//>/	/{/Ó¢/Z·/Éø/
/ãä/ø{/:///Þ0/ Sizes: /fÅ//¹/ì/F/ /·¢/#/
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5000A/Qñ/­¸/°Ý/×/1/é/Õ/¬²//LÎ//N//Bp//¨
// /¬/ÖÁ/:/¬²//LÎ//N//Bp//¨ / /4_à





































































/Õ/Õ/ //:/`ð/.=/©Èâ/ÓK/ /E`/ /u
h/:213111 /9ùÞ/L/30/7/Ï
/ email:landyard@sina.com /3/{/



















/S/N/ /¬/ÖÁ/://×ó/ /Ü/D//. EngineType:43cc/49cc
/0Ì//Õ/ÂnK/¼Äz/0/¥e// /ö¬5ª/ö¬
5ª/ö¬/p/ö¬®ÿ/ö¬5ÿ/ /·/Ú/Ï/	/Øa//
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/Éø//:358-3561636 /fu/Ã"/ /ú/Fé/E$/(/C/) /¬/Ö
Á/:/E$/ /fÅ/R«/o/ / »/Õ/50-1000mm /-ì/ /
¬/ÖÁ/:/-ì/ /ûG/Ç/ÊG/./Z¹//Zñ//¹//i








¬/q/ç$/. // /¬/ÖÁ/:// /Cå/Õ/13951529738 /u



























































b¬Í¬ÍÃyÔ/ /¬/)ï/:20/ø/-100/ø/ 1-/(F/-5-/²¬/ /Æ
¬5ÿ/ /¬/)ï/://½/ÿ/ /¬/Ã/2/È/Þ,/ ¬/Ä/ /~E/:/ñ
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=/ /Ì/s/Ö/{/G/–/ÛÖ/O°/! / /99/'/Õ/salse@sz-





/'=/ /°Ý/{ /~/ WFS-250/n/N´å/ D3/+Ì/-/y/quot;/á
3Â/quot;-//-/ý/ C16 18// 99/_/C / /Cå/3x//3
¿//ç´/âQ/(/C/) /¬/ÖÁ/:TTR/3x//3¿//ç´/â






















































































































/3/ /,/ß*/à}/¼/§à/¼/ /3P/! /§/ôÔ/Ü
/SOD /¬/)ï/:/è/)/ /·/Ú//2001#/ ,ê/ISO9001/Õ/2000/
Þ/ø/y//Ó2//Ç/b/°6/Ç/÷÷/°Û/Ç/5/Î/¼/
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99.90jli@mail.daewoo.com.cn/ ½//a// :/¬//:/¬ //5/Þ,/y


























































§/¿/H/î/ 3/P/:// f/Å/Y/ ¸Å/Õ/1.6-3.2M/pa/ ]Ê/¦/3/\
*/Ç/á//²HC/ /å//¬/Z/E/5//ý/¬/Ó/Ç/%í/Ú
«/Z/*Ý///OÓ/aî/Ö/y/ÿ®/¦/¢â/Ö/8®/¥/Ö/8/ù/
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¦/.//{/l////p/Ã//ô/Ä/Ô/// zhong-
wen3753@163.netdavid3753@tom.com/@/Æ/¬//CP2000/Þ/0/àV//99õ/à/ 





i/)/Ú/øL/// www.jinlongchem.com/ ö¬/5//ÿ/ ¬/)


















































































































































































^/°//r^/7//°Ú/yº/£//y//±º/£//// N-/ äù/ /ü
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y//Ü/õ/1/5è/ç·/V/Ç/yÒ/yÈ/²/ì/{/Õ/ù/\





















































































































































































w/À/80/²//¬// / /¬/)ï/:// wwjvivian@21cn.com/hÒ/Ø/3-
/è/ ¬/(/IAA/)/3/P/:///¬/99.90N´/å/øï/×\/å/øï//Â/å/ø












































































































































Ó/!Ú/,/·¢/Ø//ä/ //Þ0/,// ö¬/®/ / / ¬/)
ï/:/99.5Éø//:/371-4352945//4-/;/ä/ä%// 99A/¸/Õ/2500/V/Ã/3121/Ä/Ç/5000/
Ê/¯/2b¡/¬/Ï/Øà/Û/·//=ý/{//)/Ö]/éÔ///ó/





























































































Ý/	// ¢///99>90/ù/E/;/Ù/ 5/~/®/ //»/Õ/15-
50m/m/C¡/D/Õ/http/:///syty0830.5322.cn/(/O/\å/C/Ã/1/L¡/[/ñ/Á
/3//Ç/ù/1/"Ô/Ì/Ä//Ã//Ä//I®// 1/Ç/4-//ô//¢/#
/5000/ë/ü/ ¬/ / /üä/://¬// / / /ä/://¬// / /ü
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a/#ô/{///#/4/ä/Nâ//G//7~/È«//å//#
¸ì//©ä//áÅ/ì////ÍÚ/Ä/÷÷//Z×//÷
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}/170/R//bà//:/À//¬u//g/17///Õ/http/:///www.hm-
























/// 	/ý// p/)//Ó/ ~/aî/ ~/¬/Ì//	
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24/HY-1B/n/à\Ô/Ó/Ï
/LLDPE/Õ/1.5/Ö/PP/Õ/1/1.5/Ö/PVC/Õ/0.5/
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////X/Ào/¢¸/Ç/é/|//Ã/3/Ç/b/é/B/{/fá//Û
/{/ÀÚÅ//Ã/ø/Ç/./Ï/ÄÕ/Û///¹/å/á//H/Ä///

























































































































































































































Mistakes in Some Example Texts
B.1 Texts which Contains a lot of Terminologi-
cal Terms
/cº//á///C9//)//Á°/L //äÄ2=/% /{/è/Ç/
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i/¥	/ä//Ê/~¬//Z//ä/º// 1,4-/ô¢/./9
Þ/99.9/Q//sà/CR/;
/Éø|/Õ/p/B/ /p/9/å/ /@/ /ËÑ/I/ß	/Ô¦!Ú/Ø
a/Àÿ//S/«/À/ /÷Õ/:/7~/§î//Ö//Fî//·U
a//3a////q// /~//	// // ä/Þª/99/\/
/Ã/ /~E/:/4/ /Øa/°l/>/ì/ /¬/ÖÁ/:/>























P/ï÷// 3//Þ/ù/Øà/-/{/ây// /à /õ/Ã// //Õ/
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B.5 Mistakes Analyse
Examples of Mistake Source Type of Mistake Source of Mistakes
Á°/L Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
2=/% Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
#	Å Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
/Ì/¬ Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
8¬ª// Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
B//}// Terminological Terms proper name Unknown Word
/¥/xÏ/Ç Terminological Terms proper name Unknown Word
/Ü/L\I Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
Þ/ Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
/\/§/ Terminological Terms proper name Unknown Word
/\/;// Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
/Z±6K/ Terminological Terms conjunction Ambiguity
/£h¥/ä/!Ú Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
/S/«/À/ Terminological Terms proper name Unknown Word
/\/ Terminological Terms proper name Unknown Word
//Z/Ç/ Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
/å/§// Terminological Terms proper name Unknown Word
/9/$ Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
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Examples of Mistake Source Type of Mistake Source of Mistakes
/)// Terminological Terms proper name Unknown Word
/15/v< Terminological Terms Date Ambiguity
3,4-/ä/ ü/¬Í/ Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
/:/ÒG Terminological Terms proper name Ambiguity
|e/¥/ News proper name Ambiguity
¥{ News proper name Ambiguity
/àl}Z/ News conjunction and Ambiguity
person name
/v/h News proper name Ambiguity
</òÃZ News conjunction and Ambiguity
person name
/OÁZ News conjunction Ambiguity
c//S News proper name Unknown Word
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Examples of Mistake Source Type of Mistake Source of Mistakes
/¤Õ/ News conjunction Ambiguity
//°Ì/ News proper name Ambiguity
/ÄL/ Technic proper name Ambiguity
¬/\/# Technic proper name Unknown Word
/¬\#\ Technic proper name Ambiguity
/Zék Technic conjunction Ambiguity
	ñ/Ñ Technic proper name Ambiguity
#/IÜB// Technic proper name Ambiguity
/½/¥//ç/¥ Technic proper name Unknown Word
/óGª Technic conjunction Ambiguity
/Zé Technic conjunction Ambiguity
/#/I/ Technic proper name Unknown Word
~Þ/©/ Technic proper name Ambiguity
PÃ/G Technic proper name Ambiguity
/°h/G/ Technic proper name Ambiguity
/Òh Technic proper name Ambiguity
8/Q Politic proper name Ambiguity
/n/y¼/ Politic proper name Ambiguity
v/i Politic proper name Unknown Word
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Source of Mistakes-Unknown Word 26.5%
Source of Mistakes-Ambiguity 73.4%
Source of Mistakes-Unknown Word
proper name 92%
conjunction and person name 8%
Source of Mistakes-Ambiguity
proper name 75%
conjunction and person name 5%
conjunction 17%
Date 3%
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